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"People of Ukraine! By your own power, yourwifl and yourword a
free Ukrainian republic now exists in your land. The ancient
dream of our forefathers, who were fighters for the freedom and
rights of the working people, has come true...
"From this day forward, the Ukrainian National Republic is the
independent, free and sovereign state of the Ukrainian people..."
With these words of the Fourth Universal, the Ukrainian Central

Rada years ago proclaimed Ukraine's independence on January
22,1918. A year later, the will of the people was once again made
manifest through the Act of Union, which reunified all Ukrainian
lands - east and west - into one sovereign and independent
Ukrainian state. The Fourth Universal still constitutes the
cornerstone of the political thinking of all Ukrainians throughout
the world, and this year we mark its 66th anniversary along with
the 65th anniversary of the Act of Union.

ПРОГОЛОСИЛА ПОВНУ НЕЗАВИСЙМІСТЬ УКРАЇНИ.

Україна вислала 24-годинний ультимат до правительства большевиків,
Українська справа в парляментах європейських держав.
Portion of Svoboda's front page of January 2 9 , 1 9 1 8 , which reported that the Ukrainian Central Rada on

January 22 had proclaimed an independent Ukrainian state.

Arrest four students
after protest at
Soviet U.N. Mission
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To install Moskal
on February 29
PHILADELPHIA - Bishop Robert
Moskal will be installed as the first
eparch of the newly established Ukrai
nian Catholic Eparchy of Parma, Ohio,
in special ceremonies on February 29,
announced the Philadelphia Arche–
parchy.
Archbishop Pio Laghi, the Vatican's
apostolic delegate to the United States,
will formally inaugurate the new
eparchy, while Archbishop-Metro
politan Stephen Sulyk will install
Bishop Moskal as eparch.
The ceremony will be held in St.
Josaphat's parish hall. St. Josaphat's
Church, which is now under construc
tion on State Road, is the-seat of the
new eparchy, which is known as the
Eparchy of St. Josaphat.
The eparchy encompasses Ohio,
western Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi,
Alabama, Georgia, Florida^ North and
South Carolina.
Bishop Moskal, who recently visited.
Parma, is now in Philadelphia over
seeing preparations for his installation
along with a special committee that was
formed to plan the festivities.
The installation ceremony will be
followed by a banquet at Stouffer's Inn
on the Square.
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—NEW-YORK -^^-Forirmembers of the
Ukrainian Students' Association of
Michnowsky TUSM were arrested here
on January 12 after they shackled
themselves to the gate of the Soviet
Mission to the United Nations to
protest Soviet repression in Ukraine.
The students, identified as Yurko
Pasternak. Petro Shmigel, Mykhailo
Halatyn and Slavko Halatyn, staged the
protest to coincide with the Day of
Solidarity with Ukrainian Political
Prisoners, proclaimed in 1972 by Ukrai
nian prisoner of conscience Vyacheslav
Chornovil following the arrest of thou
sands of Ukrainian intellectuals and
dissidents.
The protest began about 4 p.m. when
the four students chained themselves to
the front gate of ^he mission, which is
located on East 67th Street between
Third and Lexington avenues. The
protesters chanted "Freedom for U–
kraine"and scattered leaflets describing
the plight of Ukrainian political pri
soners. Other TUSM members, mean
while, began distributing literature to
passers-by.
- . (Continued on page 3)
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Police arrest (from left) Petro Shmigel, Slavko Halatyn, Mykhailo Halatyn and Yurko Pasternak.
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Forty-five Siberian PenteCOStals Think tank issues report
Stage prolonged hunger Strike on Moscow's exploitation
FRAMINGHAM, Mass. - Fortyfive Siberian Pentecostals went on a
hunger strike on January 2 to protest
the Soviet authorities' refusal to allow
them to emigrate to West Germany,
reported Keston News.
According to documents brought out
of the Soviet. Union, the Pentecostals
plan to fast for 30 days. They are part of
a large Pentecostal community almost entirely ethnic Germans — in the
village of Chuguyevka in eastern
Siberia.
Last September, 70 of the Pente
costals, including young children,
staged a hunger strike to press their
demands for emigration rights.
Not all 45 of the Pentecostals will fast
the full 30 days. Fourteen expectant and
nursing mothers will fast for five days,
along with two 17-year-old girls. Five
women will fast for 10 days and two for
20 days.
Of the men, two pensioners and three
young men will fast for 20 days and 17
men will fast for the full 30-day period.
The congregation moved to the

village from Akhangaran in Soviet
Central Asia in the first few months of
1981 in an effort to avoid official
persecution. But local officials soon
became aware of their religious activi
ties. Pentecostals are not permitted to
practice their religion in the Soviet
Union.
Over the last several years, members
of the congregation have been fined by
authorities. In addition, two commis
sions from Vladivostok, headed by the
regional representative of the Council
for Religious Affairs, visited the village
and supported the actions of authorities.
In March, 50 members of the con
gregation sent their internal passports
to the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet
of the USSR with declarations renounc
ing Soviet citizenship and requesting
permission to emigrate to West Ger
many. The passports and the declara
tions were sent back from Moscow, and
officials have been trying to force the
Pentecostals to take them back, accord
ing to Keston.

WASHINGTON - The Heritage
Foundation's United Nations Assess
ment Project Study recently released a
"backgrounder" report which analyzes
Moscow's misuse of the United Nations
and discusses the role of Ukraine in that
body and its colonial status within the
USSR. The report called for U.N.
recognition of the independence of
Ukraine, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania,
according to the Ukrainian National
Information Service, which released
news on the findings. The Heritage
Foundation is a conservative thinktank in Washington.
The report, titled "Moscow's U.N.
Outpost," was prepared by policy
analyst Dr. Juliana Geran Pilon, with
the assistance of former U.N. Under
secretary-General Arkady Shevchenko,
who defected in 1978. It concluded that
the Soviet Union, unlike the United
States, has managed to make the United
Nations serve its own purposes, through
the effective use of the U.N. machinery
and extensive contact with U.N.-affi
liated non-governmental organizations
and the media.

According to Dr. Pilon, the USSR
Lithuanian rights activist's memoirsdelegates
routinely and falsely accuse
the United States, South Africa and
Israel of not supporting decolonization.
to be published in the West
South Africa's role in Namibia, said Dr.
BROOKLYN. N.Y. - The memoirs
of Lithuanian human-rights activist and
former political prisoner Nijole Sadu–
naite have reached the West and will be
published in English by the Lithuanian
Catholic Religious Aid.
According to the Lithuanian In
formation Center based here, the me
moirs of the 46-year-old activist were
smuggled out of the country. The
manuscript, written in longhand, was
titled "How 1 Became a Target of the
KGB."
Ms. Sadunaite, who served six years
in a Soviet labor camp from 1974 to
1980, has been in hiding since Novem
ber 1982. She went underground after
being threatened with criminal charges
by administrators of a psychiatric
hospital where her brother. Jona Sa–
dunas. was held for 11 days. He was
placed in the institution because of his
contacts with foreigners.

Ms. Sadunaite's whereabouts are not
known.

Six months after his release, he was
arrested and subsequently sentenced to
one and a half years in a generalregimen labor camp. Sources indicate
that he is suffering from tuberculosis.

Lithuanian priest
joins rights group
wracked by arrests

Dissident sketch

Larysa
Lokhvytsky
BORN: 1954
OCCUPATION: Mathematician,
cyberneticist.
LATEST ARREST: January II.
1981.
CHARGE: "Slandering the Soviet
state" under Article 187 of the Ukrai
nian Criminal Code for posting
leaflets concerning Ukrainian Politi
cal Prisoners' Day.
SENTENCE: Three years in a labor
camp. She was due to be released this
month.
PREVIOUS TERMS: None.
CAMP ADDRESS:
310124
g. Kharkiv
, uchr. YuZh-313/54-8

In her reminiscences, dated October
7, 1983, Ms. Sadunaite wrote that
authorities fabricated a case against her
brother as a way of punishing her.
"The KGB is most infuriated by the
transmittal of facts to the West docu
menting their criminal actions," she
wrote. "Then the poor things begin to
lament that they are being libeled, and
they start confining innocent people in
prisons and psychiatric hospitals..."
Ms. Sadunaite also revealed that her
most recent activities include sending
letters to Soviet leader Yuri Andropov
protesting the sentencing last year of
two Lithuanian Catholic priests, the
Revs. Sigitas Tamkevicius and Alfonsas
Svarinskas.

FRAM1NGHAM. Mass. - The
Rev. Kazimieras Zilys. a Lithuanian
"atholic activist, recently joined the
.inofficial Catholic Committee for the
Defense of Believers' Rights, reported
Keston News.
He joined the group following the
conviction and sentencing of group cofounder the Rev. Sigitas Tamkevicius,
who was sentenced on December 2 to
six years in a labor camp and four years'
internal exile for his activities with the
committee.
The Rev. Zilys heads a parish in
Jieznasand is known as an activist. Last
February he signed a petition calling for
the release of the Rev. Alfonsas Svarin
skas, another co-founder of the com
mittee, who was sentenced in May to
seven years in a labor camp and three
years' exile.
The two imprisoned priests and three
others announced the formation of the
committee'at a press conference in
Moscow in 1978.

Pilon, "pales beside the USSR's geno
cide in Ukraine or its annexation of the
Baltic States — yet the label of 'colo
nialism' is never applied in these con
texts."
In a footnote she added: "To recog
nize once again the colonialist nature of
the Soviet Union, on July 26, 1983,
President Reagan sent a statement to
U.N„Secretary-General Javier Perez de
Cuellar charging that the Soviet Union
violates these nations' right to self–.
determination. In the 'Memorandum
Concerning the Decolonization of the
USSR' submitted to the 35th General
Assembly by the Ad Hoc Committee
Consisting of the World Councils of
Byelorussians, Estonians. Latvians,
Lithuanians, Turkestanians and Ukrai
nians in October 1980, there is an
excellent summary of the Soviet policy
of Russification and colonization."
The United Nations has always been
utilized by Moscow as a propaganda
instrument, the report said, quoting
Joseph Stalin's address to a secret
Communist Party meeting at the time
the United Nations was being or
ganized. "-We do not need the U.N.
What we need is a stage from which we
can express any opinion we want." he
said.

of
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Besides-the abuse of the United
Nations as a propaganda instrument the
Soviets' take advantage of espionage
and recruitment opportunities. The
report cited the head of the FBI's New
York division as saying that there are
about 1,100 Communist-bloc officials
in New York. About 30 percent of
Soviet U.N. employees are skilled KGB
officers, while the others are also
believed to be involved in intelligencerelated activities. More important .than
espionage, however, is the recruitment
of other employees to provide informa
tion.
Though Moscow has the overwhelm
ing support of the "non-aligned" na
tions, it has not contributed its finan
cial fair share, according to the report.
"Counting assessed and voluntary14
contributions, the USSR - including
the Ukrainian and Byelorussian shares
- in 1981 paid only 4.21 percent of the
costs of the U.N. system. Of assessed
and peacekeeping outlays, the Soviet
Union paid only 10.66 percent in 1980;
in contrast, the U.S. paid 31.42 percent.
To make matters worse, the Soviet
Union is about S200 million in arrears in
its payments to the U.N.," the report
noted.
The Heritage Foundation report
makes the following conclusions:
' The U.S. and its allies should
oppose in the strongest terms every
Soviet attempt to compromise the
impartially of the Secretariat.
a Reports of cooperation with go
vernments by Secretariat employees —
in violation of Article 100 of the U.N.
Charter — should be investigated and
punished.
a All cases of employee harassment
and discrimination on political grounds
should be vigorously opposed by
Western members.
a Soviet violations of U.N. proce
dures — misuse of rules, altering docu
ments, stalling reports, manufacturing
statistics -- should be condemned.
a The FBI should be reinforced to
enable it to cope wit the large number of
soviet-bloc diplomats. The United
States should attempt to reduce the size
of East bloc and Communist missions in
New York.
" The United States should press for
U.N. recognition of the independence of
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and U–
kraine. ч
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Cleveland businessman convinced that
Demjanjuk is not Nazi collaborator
CLEVELAND - A local travel
agent has pledged his energies and
finances in defense of accused Nazi
collaborator John Demjanjuk. who he
fervently believes is innocent, accord
ing to a story.by John Griffith in the
November 27. 1983. issue of The Plain
Dealer.
Jerome Brentar. 61. who spent years
helping more than 1,000 displaced
persons settle in America, has helped
finance nearly 20 trips to Europe for
himself and defense lawyer Mark
O'Connor in search of evidence to
support Mr. Demjanjuk, who faces
deportation and possible extradition to
Israel after having been stripped of his
U.S. citizenship for misrepresenting his
background when applying to enter the
United States after World War II. The
government has contended that he is
"Ivan the Terrible." a notorious guard
at the Treblinka death camp.
According to Mr. Brentar, who after
the war worked with the U.N. Inter
national Refugee Organization, the
most incriminating piece of evidence

St. Basil endowment
now over S400,000
STAMFORD, Conn. - The St.
Basil College Seminary Endowment
Fund, established in October 1981 by
Bishop Basil H. Losten. is nearing the
half-way mark of its SI.5 million goal.
More than 5400,000 in cash dona
tions has already been received, with
another S200.000 pledged, according to
Joseph Lesawyer, the campaign com
mittee chairman.
One of the largest contributions
recently came from the Holy Name
Society at Ss. Peter and Paul Church in
Ansonia, Conn., which made a 55,000
donation, with a promise to do more
until the goal is achieved.
The church's pastor and society's
chaplain is Msgr. Dr. Peter Skrincosky.
The society's officers are: Stanley
Orzechowsky, president; Nicholas
Hlywa, vice-president; Dave Dziadik.
secretary; and John M. Colowitch,
treasurer.
Committees have been organized in
Yonkers and Rochester, N.Y., to help
conduct the fund drive in their own
areas.
Interest from the endowment will be
used to meet the financial needs of
Ukrainian Catholic seminaries.

against Mr. Demjanjuk is an ID card
supplied by the Soviets, one that he says
can easily be a forgery. He said that
during his work with the 1RO he never
came across a card like the one allegedly
depicting Mr. Demjanjuk.
Mr. Brentar had addressed these
concerns at an October meeting of the
Ukrainian American Bar.Association
held in Cleveland. He spoke at length
about sophisticated, assembly-line
operations that forged identification
papers in Europe after the war and
about the factors that compelled per
sons to list inaccurate information on
their documents.
He also expressed disbelief that a
judge would rely heavily in his decision
on Soviet-supplied documents, as
occurred in the Demjanjuk case.
"If I believed he was guilty, I wouldn't
take this approach," Mr. Brentar told
the Plain Dealer, adding that the
Soviet-supplied ID card shows how far
the Soviets are willing to go to spread
fear among the many Eastern Euro
peans who emigrated to this country.
"The Soviets are dead afraid of the
nationalism of the Ukrainians," he said.
"They want to show how they can use
the departments of our government to
do their dirty work."
Mr. Brentar, whom the Plain Dealer
characterized as a deeply religious man
of Croatian background, said that his
main concern is that if Mr. Demjanjuk
is extradited, other people incriminated
by Soviet-supplied evidence would be
extradited.
"I feel that is an important cause," he
said. "I'd hate to see this used against
the innocent huddled masses yearning
to be free."
t

Ukrainian documentary
available to public
WINNIPEG - "Laughter in My
Soul," the film by Halya Kuchmij about
Ukrainian cartoonist Jacob Maydanyk
and his cartoon character, "Shteef," is
available in Ukrainian– and Englishlanguage versions for loan at no cost
from offices of the National Film Board
of Canada.
The film also chronicles the ex
periences of the first Ukrainian immi
grants who worked on the railroads, the
beginnings of communities in the rural
areas, the desperate years during World
War 1 and the internment camps and
finally becoming a part of Canada.

association, which called the Soviet
Union the "Russian prison of nations."
ShflrlljLaftexthe protest began, angry
(Continuedfromntjt f)
In a statement handed out to re mission personnel demanded that the
students
be arrested, and charged the
porters, the students said that other
demonstrations were taking place in New York City Police Department,
Cleveland and Philadelphia to comme which guards the facility, "with a serious
breach of security. The police said the
morate the day of solidarity.
"Twelve years ago, on this very day, students, who were taken for booking
across
the street to the 19th precinct,
hundreds of leaders of the Ukrainian
national liberation movement were would probably be charged with dis
arrested by the KGB," the statement orderly conduct.
After the arrest, Soviet officials also
said in part. "The actions taken against
the leadership of this movement were demanded that the police prevent the
intended to behead the Ukrainian other TUSM members from distribut
nation of its leaders in the ongoing ing literature in front of the mission.
struggle for a free and independent The police ordered the students to
disperse.
Ukraine."
After the four arrested protesters
In a pamphlet handed out to on
lookers, TUSM said that despite the were released, they said that they were
looking
forward to their trial where they
repression, the Ukrainian liberation
said they intend to further publicize the
movement continues to this day.
"Just as the free world cannot ignore plight of Ukrainian political prisoners
recent events in Afghanistan, Poland and the Ukrainian nation.
Brief accounts of the demonstration
and other colonial countries in the
Russian Empire, the Ukrainian libera were reported by The New York Times,
tion struggle deserves the attention and the New York Tribune and United Press
support of all free countries," said the International.

Arrest four...
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Media expert assails suppression
of anti-Communist books, films
WASHINGTON -Thedifficulty
і; of getting works with anti-Commu–'
nist themes accepted by the literary
й or entertainment establishment was
the subject of a piece by Reed Irvine.
J; chairman of Accuracy in Media.
published, in the December 15 issue
'B of the Washington Times.
Mr. Irvine, whose Washingtonbased organization monitors the
:;| press as well as television news,
suggested that in at least some cases.
щ books and films with anti-Commu–.
nist subjects have been squelched by
actual members of this country's
| Communist Party or its sympa
thizers.
He cited the case of one Commu
nist Party member who 40 years ago
boasted in a book how he and his
colleagues had successfully prevent–
B ed the production of anti-Commu–
I nist movies. According to Mr. Irvine.
Ц the man also cited a number of best–
I selling books with anti-Communist
messages that had never been made
into movies, including Victor Krav–
I chenko's "I Chose Frcedom"and Jan
I Valtin's "Out of the Night."
Mr. Irvine said that, in his view.
Ц although much has been learned
I about the horrors of communism, "it
I is now harder to getananti-Commu–
I nist book published." He added that
I anti-Communist movies are "still
g scarce as hen's teeth."
He noted that last September a
g British film, "The Final Option,"met
Щ with snide criticism in the United
Щ States although it received favorable
gf reviews in Europe, where it was a big
Ш hit. But the plot of the movie in

volved the kidnapping of an Ameri
can ambassador by a radical peace
group, a scenario that did not sit well
with reviewers most likely sympathe
tic to the nuclear movement.
Mr. Irvine also cited as an example
Erika Holzer's book "Double Cross
ing." which has been praised by
exiled Soviet dissident Vladimir
Bukovsky for accurately depicting
life behind the Iron Curtain and the
feeling of the people who live, in Mr. Щ
Bukovsky's words, "in that absurb
world of total oppression."
The book, which was also lauded 1
by novelists Allen Drury and Arthur '
Hailey and was chosen an alternate щ
selection by the Literary Guild, took ;
the author 10 years to publish be
cause, according to Mr. Irvine, of Ц
overt political opposition by pub– Ц
lishers. One editor rejected it because
of its "dated anti-Communist theme." і
Mr. Irvine wrote, while still another й
thought her book "old fashioned and
chauvinistic." Still another wanted to 1
kriow why Mrs. Holzer thought Ц
"Americans are all so good. Soviets j
all so bad."
When the book wasfinallypublish– Ц
ed by G. P. Putnam's, it ran into Щ
trouble with reviewers despite strong |
endorsements by leading authors and
its selection by the Literary Guild. Щ
Mr. Irvine wrote.
Publishers Weekly, for example. Ц
criticized its "almost hysterical anti– Щ
Soviet bias." According to Mr. Щ
Irvine, other leading publications | |
"opted to try to kill the book with 1
silence."
,
;-

Obituary

Dr. Anthony Zukowsky, 79;
prominent community activist
iJETROIT - Dr. Anthony Zukow
sky, a prominent Ukrainian community
and political activist, died here on
Sunday, January 8, following a serious
and prolonged illness. He was 79.
Dr. Zukowsky was born in Pomo–
riany, Ukraine, on September 27, 1904.
He practiced medicine in Ukraine,
Germany and the United States and was
known for his community involvement
throughout his life.
In Ukraine, he was founder and
president of the Ridna Shkola in Pomo–
riany, was active in Plast, was chair
man of the Ukrainian Welfare Com
mittee in Brody and president of the
Brody Cooperative Bank. He served in
the 1st Division of the Ukrainian
National Army.
In the United States, he was active in
the American Medical Association, the
Ukrainian Medical Association of
North America, the North Dakota
Medical Association and the American
Academy of Family Physicians.
Dr. Zukowsky was the long-time
president of the North Dakota Branch
of the Ukrainian Congress Committee
of America, and he received the UCCA's
Shevchenko Freedom Award in 1970.
He was a member of the Knights of
Columbus and the recipient of various
national citations from Plast Ukrainian
Youth Organization.
He served on the White House Com
mittee on Aging and received the Public
--Service Award from Presidents Dwight
D. Eisenhower, Lyndon B. Johnson
and Richard M. Nixon.

He was state chairman of both the
Ukrainian American Republicans of
North Dakota and the Heritage Groups
(Nationalities) Council of the Republi
can Party.
Dr. Zukowsky was active also in
Detroit's Ukrainian community, serv
ing as president of the Metropolitan
Detroit UCCA Branch.
Surviving are his wife, Swiatoslawa.
and daughter, Bohdanna Renata. with
her husband. Dr. Orest Horodysky, and
their three children.
The funeral was held January 12 frorfc
St. Josaphat Ukrainian Catholic
Church in Warren,. Mich., to Holy
Sepulchre Cemetery in Southfield,
Mich.

Dr. Anthony Zukowsky
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UNA cites women secretaries for organizing work

Secretary cited
for record
insurance sales
JERSEY CITY. N.J.
Lev Blona
rovych, secretary of UNA Branch 34 in
Richmond. Va.. was recently cited by the
UNA Supreme Executive Committee
for selling S260.0O0 worth of insurance
in the month of December.
.
The UNA's Organizing Department
pointed out that this is probably the first
time in UNA history that a single
secretary sold over a quarter of a million
dollars of insurance in one month.

Daria Zapar

Kvitka Steciuk

Olga Oseredchuk

JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Recognizing
that women play a prominent role in the
activity of the Ukrainian National
Association, the Supreme Executive
Committee in 1982 voted to present
special awards to the three women
branch secretaries who are tops in
organizing new members.

the woman who enrolls new members
for the highest amount of insurance
coverage. Mrs. Zapar sold S160,000
worth of UNA insurance to39 members
during 1983.
^
It should be mentioned that in 1982
Mrs. Zapar won the. second prize for
organizing among women secretaries
and is a member of the UNA Cham
pions Club. She is an officer of the
Philadelphia UNA District Committee,
which encompasses parts of southern
New Jersey.
The second prize for organizing was
awarded to Mrs. Steciuk in recognition
of the fact that she had enrolled the
most new members in 1983 - 41. Mrs.
Steciuk, whose photograph has ap
peared countless times on the pages of
Svoboda and The Weekly because of
her organizing prowess, has been a
member of the UNA Champions Club

for 22 years. (The Champions Club was
founded in 1961 to honor those who
enroll 25 members .or more during a
one-year period.)
Mrs. Oseredchuk won the third prize
for organizing by being the woman who
sold the second highest amount of
insurance in 1983 - SI 15,000. She
enrolled 26 members. She is a threetime member of the UNA Champions
Club and an officer of the Newark UNA
District Committee.

The winners of the 1983 awards were
recently announced and, it turns out, all
three women are Secretaries of branches
in New Jersey: Daria Zapar of Branch
347 in Vineland, Kvitka Steciuk"of
Branch 25 in Jersey City and Olga
Oseredchuk of Branch 37 in Elizabeth.
The three were chosen from afieldof
110 women who hold the positions of
secretaries in the 445 UNA branches
throughout the United States and
Canada.
The first prize for organizing goes to

All three women helped their respec
tive districts perform admirably in the
1983 UNA organizing campaign. Mrs.
Zapar's Philadelphia District organized
the most new members; Mrs. Steciuk's
Jersey City District met 90 percent of its
organizing quota; and Mrs. Osered–
chuk's Newark District met 75 percent
of its quota.

from his huge scrapbook-likejournal
a text he had copied of a dedication
that appears on a commemorative
bronze plaque in Shamokin. Upon
closer examination, the text proved
to be the one appearing on a histori
cal marker standing on a corner of
the property of the Transfiguration
of Our Lord Ukrainian Catholic
Church.
It read: "To the lasting memory of
the pioneers who established the
Ukrainian church and with the help
of God on February 22, 1894, in this
city of Shamokin founded the Ukrai
nian National Association to secure a
better future for themselves and their
progeny in their adopted homeland
and to support their kinsmen's
struggle for a free and independent
Ukraine."
Along with the dedication, Mr.
Czury had copied the letters "UNA
- YHC."
The UNA'er who related this story
to The Weekly said that the en
counter had given him great pleasure
and that he felt the UNA should be
proud that the commemorative
plaque it had installed some years
ago had not gone unnoticed.

The Richmond branch was officially
christened on December 1, 1968, at a
meeting following a special liturgy
commemorating the 75th anniversary
of the Svoboda daily newspaper. The 45
people who attended that meeting heard
Mr. Blonarovych stress the importance
of organizing a UNA branch in the area.
The new branch was officially wel
comed into the UNA fold by Stefan
Hawrysz, who at the time was a su
preme advisor and field organizer.
The first executive consisted of Mr.
Blonarovych as secretary, Ivan
Shtohryn, president; Stefania Rybakov;
vice president; Linda Blonarovych,
assistant secretary; and Raphael Ste
vens, treasurer. The participants chose
St. John the Baptist as the patron of the
new branch.

UNA district committee meeting

UNA plaque in Shamokin
inspires coal region poet
SHAMOKIN, Pa. - Installing a
commemorative bronze plaque, de
signed by artist Jacques Hnizdovsky,
here some years ago, the Ukrainian
National Association probably never
thought that the plaque would serve
as a source of inspiration for an
American poet. In fact it did.
Craig Czury, a 32-year-old com
passionate man, has traveled widely
- mostly hitchhiking - visiting
abandoned mines, old churches,
cemeteries, rescue missions for the
poor. He painstakingly collects ma
terial which serves as inspiration for
his poems, like "Anthracite History."
Having grown up in the anthracite
coal region near Shamokin, Mr.
Czury returned there and wrote
many poems, such as "Uncovering
the Mine Shaft". "Coalscape (for
Cendrars)", "Shamokin Creek,"
"Zola In Shamokin," and others.
Recently a UNA'er met Mr. Czury
and, after being shown some of the
poet's writings about Shamokin,
remarked that Shamokin was the
birthplace of the Ukrainian National
Association, the largest Ukrainian
fraternal organization.
Mr. Czury promptly pulled out

Mr. Blonarovych was a long-time
community activist in Newark, N.J.,
before moving to Richmond, where he
helped established UNA Branch 34 in
1-968. Over the years, the branch has
become the center of Ukrainian com
munity activity.

Defroit

ч

DETROIT - The Detroit UNA
District Committee held its organizing
meeting at the newly acquired Immacu
late Conception Elementary School
Building in Center Line, Mich., on
November 13, 1983. The district en–
compasses 20 branches in Metropolitan
Detroit, northern Ohio and southern
Ontario.
Chairmen, secretaries and conven
tion delegates from 11 branches, plus
over 40 guests, participated in the
meeting that was conducted by Roman
Tatarsky, chairman; Paul Duda, ho
norary district member; Roman Lazar–
chuk, secretary; Wasyl Papiz, public
relations director; and Step-hen M.
Wichar, district officer.
The UNA Supreme Executive Com
mittee was represented by Supreme
Vice President Dr. Myron B. Kuropas
of Chicago, who delivered brief re
marks.
Mr. Wichar, who is a former first vice
president of the Ukrainian Fraternal
Association, also addressed the meet
ing, speaking about the planned UNAUFA merger.
The district chairman, Mr. Tatarsky,
called for a united effort in a citywide
anniversary banquet scheduled for
March 25 at the Ukrainian Cultural
Center in Warren, Mich. According to
Mr. Tatarsky. this project will be a

triple celebration marking 90 years of
Svoboda, 50 years of The Ukrainian
Weekly and 25 years of Veselka - a
total of 165 years of UNA publications.
The UNA anniversary committee will
have the following members:
Mr. T a t a r s k y , chairman; Mr.
Wichar, vice chairman; Mr. Lazarchuk,
secretary; Jaroslaw Baziuk, financial
secretary; Mr. Papiz, publicity chair
man; Olha Marusczak, Stella Fedyk
and Peter Zaluha, members.
After the meeting, more than 200
people viewed two showings of the
popular film "Helm of Destiny." The
one-hour film depicting early and
succeeding immigrations and their
contribution to Ukrainian growth in
North America was financed by the
UNA, produced by Slavko Nowytski
and narrated by Jack Palance. The
documentary was well received and
many requests for additional vicwings
were forwarded to the district council.
All proceeds from voluntary donations
were given to the Ukrainian Immacu
late Conception schools.

Insure and
be sure.
Join the UNA.
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Whaf's in a name?

Understanding the computer

African places named for M a z e p a
linked to two British schooners

A ubiquitous sign of the times

by Stephen P. Ha Hick Jr.

South African researchers have not
definitively traced the name Mazeppa,
since they are satisfied with the above
explanation for their placename. The
Rev. Basil Holt4 believes the name can
be indirectly attributed to Byron's poem
about Mazepa. Still others have indi–
- cated that the ship was named after a
small town in Cornwall. England. 5
Extensive correspondence with English
authorities indicates that no such placename as Mazeppa exists in England.''

Africa — the continent of my
stery and the exotic. So. when the name
Mazeppa was noticed on its map. an
enigma worth investigating began.
One still wonders - was it as a result
of some quirk of fate or some divine
design that a noted Ukrainian hetman's
name is on the map of South Africa?
Or was the romance associated with
Mazepa somehow meant to remind the
world of another people and turbulent
However, I have uncovered the fact
land marked by history's unjust treat
that during the period discussed (і 830sment?
1840s) there were two schooners named
In the southeastern portion of South
Africa one finds, along the coastline, the Mazeppa registered with two English
ports.
This may be the cause of the
toponyms Mazeppa Bay (latitude: 32.28
south: longitude: 28.39 east) or Mazep– confusion.
Lloyd's Register of 1836-37 states
pabaai. and Mazeppa Point, near the
Qura River.1 Both arc north of East that the first schooner was a 134-ton
London and south of Port Shepstone. vessel built in 1831 in Whitehaven. She
Also, in the city of Durban, there is a was owned by the "Broklebank" with
Mazeppa Street. All three were named J.W. Ellis noted as her master. This
in honor of a small 19th century English Mazeppa was registered to the Port of
Liverpool with her voyage given as
trading schooner, the Mazeppa.
Liverpool to Copenhagen. The second
Research indicates that the Mazeppa ship was a 93-ton vessel built in 1833 at
was owned, eventually, by a J.O. Smith Lymington. Her owner was M. Laren;
of Port Elizabeth in 1839-42 and that and her master listed as Martin. She
she was mastered by a Captain Allen.2 belonged to the Port of Portsmouth and
She operated along the coast of South her voyage was London to Lisbon.7
Africa during the late 1830s and early
No definite connection between these
1840s. Initially the Mazeppa went into
South African history because of her two schooners and the Mazeppa for
role in transporting survivors of the which the South African placenames
Louis Trichardt trek (1839).3 Some were honored has yet been established.
South African sources believe she also However, chances are that there is a
link. If so. then another piece of the
was engaged in illegal trade.
puzzle would
fit.
,.
,
However, it was only in 1842 thauhe
'There we have it: Africa linked
Mazeppa secured her immortality.
During the Boer War. which pitted the through England to Ukraine by a ship.
English against the Boers, she was While Ukraine's fate faded in the early
carrying stores to Port "Natal (present- 19th century, her heroes did not fail her.
day Durban) and was subsequently since through their legacies they kept
captured by the Boers. Her supplies her past alive - if only in a name.
reinforced her captors, enabling them to
lay seige upon the English, encircled
1. "Official Placenames in the Union and
near Port Natal. For a short time the
ship was a prison. Among her prisoners Southwest South Africa" (Pretoria, 1951).
2.
Cory, Sir Geo. E.. "The Rise of South
was one Dick King, who,aftecescaping.
rode for help. His escapade and ride are Africa," Volume IV. (London, Longmans.
Green and Co. Ltd.. 1926), p. 142.
now legend in South African history.
3. Letter dated January 20. 1983. to the
Yet, the climax of this adventure was author from Mr. Dennis Casale. South
when the Boers offered the English an African consul, the South African Consu
opportunity to evacuate women and late. Montreal.
4. Holt, the Rev. Basil, "Place Names in
children from the area.of siege by
placing them on the Mazeppa prior to the Transkeian Territory," (Johannesburg:
Johannesburg
Africana Museum. 1959).
continuing the fight. With the women
5. Letter dated December 2h 1982, to the
and children gone, the Boers in earnest author from Mr. H. Ball of Durban, South
laid seige; As the battle raged, the Africa, in which he indicates/focal museum
women and children overcame their curators relate this version of the name's,
"guardians," and with the Mazeppa ran origin.
a blockade. Having gone through heavy
6. Letter to English Placename Society
gunfire, the ship escaped. For three days dated January 12, 1983, answered by the
Institute
of Cornish Studies, University of
she sailed aimlessly, hoping to site a
British Man-o-War. Unsuccessful and Exeter, Cornwall, England. Also, letter to
tired, the women and children on the Public Records Office, Kew, , Richmond
Surry, England, dated January 12. 1983.
Mazeppa turned her around in a bay - answered
May 4. 1983! Also letter to Public
now Mazeppa Bay - and returned to Records Office, London, dated January
Port Natal. Upon their return, to their 24", 1983.
surprise, they found that a British ship
7. Letter to the author from the British
had rescued their loved ones. The fate of National Maritime Museum, letter reference
the Mazeppa after this is unknown.
No. H83/287, dated February 18. 1983.

Notice
regarding Ukrainian Independence Day
Ail materials - brief news stories, or photos and captions - on
Ukrainian Independence Day commemorations must be received by
The Weekly no later than February 13 in order to be considered for
publication. Any materials received after February 13 will not be
published. There will be no exceptions. - The editors.

by Julian Kryzanowsky
PARTI
There probably isn't a single person
left among us who-hasn't yet experienced
the computer age in one way oranother.
Just think about it: look at a news
paper or a magazine — they were
composed using a computer.' When you
get a bill for electrical, gas or telephone
service - it was prepared by a com
puter. Go to the supermarket — the
cashier probably checks your groceries
with a computer scanner, which auto
matically adds up their cost and prints
out your receipt.
Everyone now gets personalizecTjunk
mail: neatly printed letters appealing
directly to you. mentioning you by
name throughout. It's as if somebody
has taken the time to write, just to you.
This is a computer at work once again.
Thousands of other people may get the
same letter, with only the name and
address changed.
And how many times have you seen
the new generation of kids, maybe even
your own children, glued to the screen
of a video game? Their partners in these
games are computers in miniature,"microprocessors," that control every
move and dazzle kids'(and most adults,
too) with fantastic visual and audio
effects.
Early computers
The list of examples continues to
grow. In the past few years, the com
puter has infiltrated into so many areas
that today our everyday lives would
simply not be the same without it. At
first, computers found their way into
huge companies, universities and go
vernment agencies. The earliest com
puters were already being constructed
40 years ago. They were giant monsters
with rows upon rows of radio vacuum
tubes that generated lots of heat. Back
then they could only do arithmetic with
numbers. It was only in 1951 that the
celebrated Univac computer learned to
"read and write" English letters.
By the end of the 1960s a revolu
tionary new technology with great
implications for the further evolution of
computers had matured. This was the

silicon chip. Thousands of miniature
electronic transistors fit onto these tiny
integrated circuits. The whole computer
industry changed dramatically as new,
smaller computers made the old giants
with all of their hot radio tubes ob
solete.
The microprocessor
. Mass-production methods caused the
price of silicon chips, each performing
separate logical functions, to spiral
downwards. Miniaturization techni
ques improved further, finally leading
to an entire computer squeezed onto a
single chip — the microprocessor.
With the addition of some supporting
electronics to a microprocessor, the
design of a small, inexpensive, light
weight, almost portable computer, a
truly "personal" computer, became a
reality. The year 1975 is generally
regarded as the beginning of the per
sonal computer era. At last, almost
everyone - individuals and small
business alike — could take advantage
of the computer and tailor it to fit
individual needs.
Future role
Today it is generally recognized that
the computer has assumed great respon
sibilities, and that in the future it will
take on a truly colossal role on behalf of
humanity. Just as practical application
of the steam engine at the end of the
18th century was the backbone of the
industrial revolution, so the emergence
of the computer has inaugurated the
information age. As befits the sign of
the times. Time magazine recently chose
the computer as Man of the. Year.
For us. another question naturally
arises: how does the computer fit into
the Ukrainian community? Are we
keeping pace in such a fast-moving and
potentially beneficial field? Or are we
finding ourselves behind.
This is one of the areas of discussion
in succeeding articles that will cover
more about thb computer and the way
that it works, its potential for applica
tion, and how it is undergoing U–
krainianization to serve the needs of our
community.

TO THE WEEKLY CONTRIBUTORS:
We greatly appreciate the materials - feature articles, news stories,
press clippings, letters to the editor, and the like - we receive from our
readers.
In order to facilitate preparation of The Ukrainian Weekly, we ask
that '.he guidelines listed below be followed.
' News stories should be sent in not later than 10 days after the
occurrence of a given event.
" Information about upcoming events must be received by noon of
the Monday before the date of The Weekly edition in which the
information is to be published.
' All materials must be typed and double-spaced.
^ Newspaper and magazine clippings must be accompanied by the
name of the publication and the date of the edition.
" Photographs submitted for publication must be black and white
(or color with good contrast). They will be returned only when so
requested and accompanied by a stamped, addressed envelope.
" Full names and their correct English spellings must be provided.
"' Persons who submit any materials must provide a phone number
where they may be reached during the working day if any additional
information is required.
- MATERIALS MUST BE SENT DIRECTLY TO: THE UKRAINIAN
WEEKLY, 30 MONTGOMERY, ST., JERSEY CITY, N J. 07302)
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Sixty-six years ago on January 22. the Ukrainian Central Rada issued the
Fourth Universal, which proclaimed Ukraine's independence or. more
precisely, there-establishment of a sovereign Ukrainian state. One year later,
on January 22. 1919. the Act of Union unified - albeit briefly - all
Ukrainian lands in one slate.
Both acts were a reassertion of independent Ukrainian statehood which
had existed with Kievan Rus' and during the periods of the Galician–
Volhynian and Kozak states. It was also a reassertion of that spirit for
freedom and sclf-determintipn which goes on to this day. .
Today, with Ukraine suffering under the heel of a brutal Soviet. Russiandominated system, we must pledge our energies to informing the world of our
homeland's plight. We mustdo all we can to let our neighbors know about the
terrible onslaught of Russification and ethnocide which threaten the very
essence of Ukrainian culture and identity. We must also let our children and
grandchildren know. They should be told that January 22 means more than
going to municipal proclamation-signing ceremonies designating the day as
Ukrainian Independence Day. They should be told thai it signifies an
important and inspired historic reaffirmation of our nation's dignity and its
spirit and. in an actual sense, its right to self-rule.

Reagan and the Soviets
Over the past week or so, the Reagan administration has taken three
concrete steps toward clarifying its policies vis a vis the Soviet Union.
President Ronald Reagan delivered a major address on January 16callingfor
renewed dialogue between the two superpowers in the name of peace. A few
days later. Secretary of State George Shultz met in Stockholm with Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromykofor five hours of what were later described
as frank and constructive talks. Finally, the administration released portions
of a secret government report detailing Soviet violations of several arms
control obligations.
Reaction to these initiatives, excluding the Shultz-Gromyko talks, has been
a curious blend of fulsome praise, cynicism and partisan politics, particularly
from Reagan critics. The New York Times, the voice of the liberal
establishment, reacted to the Reagan speech — which we thought reflected a
sober, no-nonsense appraisal of U".S. Soviet relations that included a
reference that linked improving those relations-to such things as Soviet
compliance with the human-rights provisions of the 1975 Helsinki Accords —
with typically snide insinuations that the president was simply playing
politics, in a pejorative sense, with the peace issue. It implied that Mr. Reagan
was forced to take a conciliatory tone with the Soviets because of the
solicitous stance taken by the eight Democratic contenders scrambling for his
job. The Times also seemed smugly amused by President Reagan's decision to
hold out the olive branch to the country he 10 months ago called an "evil
empire." Apparently Times editors must feel that agreeing to talk is somehow
incompatible with first knowing exactly with whom you are talking.
This last point brings us to liberal reaction to the administration's decision
to publicize che Soviet violations of its arms control promises. Last week,
former arms negotiators and officials from the Brookings Institute and the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,whileacknowledging that Soviet
violations cannot be overlooked, suggested that letting the American public
know about them would be unduly provocative and might hamper the
administration's efforts to get the Soviets back to the bargaining table. Again,
publicly acknowledging the character of the Soviet Union was pooh-poohed
as naive and counterproductive.
All of this bears a chilling resemblance to another critical lime in history, a
time in (he late 1930s when another totalitarian state was rearming in
violation of iniernaiional agreements and locking up dissidents who dared to
speak out. li was a time when Winston Churchill was painted as a hysterical
boy who "ried wolf for openly speaking out against Hitler's rearmament
policies. And one can only imagine the liberal establishment's reaction if
Neville Chamberlain had called Nazi Germany an "evil empire" before
embarking on his quest for "peace in our time." He probably would have been
called a warmonger by those who would have doubtlessly argued "better Nazi
then dead." Historians later suggested that if Hitler had been met with stern
resolve rather than unctuous handwringing and lap-dog servility, he may
have backed down.
They way we see it. President Reagan had it right when he said the Soviets
were an "evilempire"and he has it right now when he says that it is time to talk
with a nuclear enemy that poses the greatest threat to world peace. It shows
that, unlike Neville Chamberlain and despite the nattering of today's
appeasers, he understands the nature of his adversary — a repressive and
dangerous state that has violated virtually every agreement it has signed —
and is willing to deal seriously if that state changes its buccaneering and
expansionist ways, begins to show some respect for the human rights of its
own citizens, exhibits a willingness to tone down its militarism and ceases
meddling in other parts of the globe.
This seems a far more sensible and perceptive approach than that
advocated by the liberal establishment and most of the Democratic
candidates, who it appears would have use bury our heads in the sand, ignore
the horrible nature of the Soviet system, downplay Soviet treachery in the
area of nuclear arms build-up. forget about Soviet machinations in Latin
America Africa and Asia, etc. For some, the solipsism of Neville Chamberlain
lives on. . ., , . . , .
;
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Appeal
concerning Ukrainian Independence Day
Sunday, January 22. 1984. will be the 65th anniversary of the proclamation
of .Ukraine's sovereignty and the 66th anniversary of the proclamation of
its independent statehood.
The Ukrainian community in the. United States annually marks the
anniversaries of these events in a particularly triumphant fashion and it
encourages the participation of fellow Americans in these observances.
The Presidium of the Ukrainian American Coordinating Council calls
upon its branches, member-organizations and individual community
members to actively participate in their areas in celebrations of Ukrainian
Independence Day and to inform' their neighbors about the historic
significance of January 22.
Hying the Ukrainian Hag at Ukrainian institutions and homes, visiting
local government officials, informing the local print and broadcast media, as
well as participating in special liturgies and'programs - all these actions
should stress the ongoing Ukrainian struggle against Ukraine's domination
and intensified Russification policies, in addition to highlighting the history
of 1918-19.
Let us use Ukrainian Independence Day not only as a day for internal
Ukrainian community celebrations, but also as an opportunity to disseminate
information about the enslavement of Ukraine. Thus, we will be able to focus
the free world's attention on the Ukrainian nation's right to freedom and
independence, i.
Presidium of the Ukrainian American Coordinating Council

In observance of The Weekly's 50th

From our pages in 1946
"Write now," January 19, 1946:

.^

An unprecedented opportunity to be of real service to the unfortunate Ukrainian
displaced persons in Central and Western Europe who are constantly threatened
with forced repatriation by the Soviets, is now within reach of every Ukrainian
American, be he young or old, as well as to his or her organizations, parishes and
institutions.
By doing just one thing, but doing it well, all of us may be able to prevent our
kinsmen from falling into Soviet hands and suffering persecution, banishment to
barren stretches of Siberia, and perhaps death by execution itself.
As already reported on these pages, on December 11,1945, there was introduced
in Congress by Rep. Clare Boothe Luce of Connecticut and Sen. Arthur
Vandenberg of Michigan a most important resolution insofar as the displaced
persons are concerned. It is Concurrent Resolution No. 109 of the present
Congress.
It this resolution becomes a law it would - as the columnist Frank C. Waldrop
put it last Wednesday in the Washington (D.C.) Times Herald —enable displaced
persons in general to come to our governmental offices in Germany, declare a
nationality of some kind, draw identification cards and set themselves up to make a
living. To put it still more simply, the Luce-Vandenberg resolution would let the
displaced persons declare a nationality, have a legal status and begin life over again.
Today the Luce-Vandenberg resolution is hung in the House and Senate Foreign
Affairs and Relations committees. Its passage depends upon how much support it
receives from Congress. That in turn depends upon how much demand for it there is
among the voters.
How about some action?
Passage of the resolution would not cost our government anything and would
help some very desperate people.
We especially-urge our young people of voting age and their organizations to
write to the two committees where the resolution is lodged now. to their
representatives and senators, and by all means to Rep. Luce and Sen. Vandenberg.
announcing their support and urging the quick passage of this Concurrent
Resolution No. 109 aimed at relieving the tragic plight of the displaced persons.
"Russian Church policy in Ukraine," March 23, 1946:
The Russian Orthodox Church's annexation of the Ukrainian Catholic Church,
reported early this week, was no surprise to anyone who is acquainted with Soviet
methods and particularly with its Church policy. That policy is simply to use the
Church as an instrument of the state. In Ukraine that instrument is to-be yet another
means of denationalizating and Russifying the Ukrainian people, a policy which
has its roots deep in tsarist times, designed to create one super-Russian race, just as
the Nazis attempted to create a super-German race.
In keeping with this policy, and the Bolshevik tenet that religion is the opiate of
the people, the Soviets have from the very outset attempted to destroy the
traditionally deep religious faith of the Ukrainian people. At first they tried to do
this by godless campaigns by profaning God and his Son, by destroying churches or
turning them into anti-religious "museums," by banning church services, and in
general by persecuting religion and the faithful at every step. When that failed to
make the devout forsake their religious beliefs, and particularly when the war
brought a revival of the faith, the Kremlin rulers decided to try and have religion
serve the Soviet state's ends.
This they did by instituting a "New Religious Policy" (NRP), and reviving the
Russian Orthodox Church. As its head they caused to be "elected" Patriarch Alexis
of Moscow. Alexis is but a puppet. Thus, yesterday's persecutor of the Church,
Stalin, is now styled by Alexis as the "God-Chosen Leader of Russia."
Moreover, among Alexis' "reforms" is the "Sovietiz.ation of the Russian
(Continued, on page 15)
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Media reports on famine

Windsor Star
WINDSOR, Oni. - The December 6 issue of The
Windsor Star carried an editorial on the Soviet protest
against Opposition Leader Brian Mulroney's Decem
ber 4 appearance at a Maple Leaf Gardens rally in
memory of the 7 million victims of the Great Famine in
Ukraine (1932-33).
Headlined "Toeing the official line," the editorial
said the Soviet protest was "unacceptable," and
dismissed accusations that Mr. Mulroney's ap
pearance at the rally, which was sponsored by the
World Congress of Free Ukrainians, constituted a
violation of the 1975 Helsinki Accords, which barred
signatories from supporting subversive groups.
The Soviet protest came in the form of a letter
delivered to the External Affairs Department by
Alexander Podakiri, a press attache at the Soviet
Embassy in Ottawa. He called Mr, Mulroney's
statement, which condemned the Soviet government's
role in masterminding the deadly famine, a "100
percent lie."
"It is typical of the Soviet bureaucratic mind to
cynically disregard humanitarian motives and moral
considerations as reasons for condemning some Soviet
actions," the editorial said. "They see in such
statements only political or ideological motivations,
the plots and machinations of enemies probably
because some of them have lost the capacity to think
and judge beyond the official line."

Gwiazda Polarna
STEVENS POINT, Wise. - Gwiazda Polarna, a
Polish-larlguage weekly newspaper published here,
carried an editorial about Ukraine's Great Famine
shortly after the Ukrainian community's Washington
commemorations of the 50th anniversary of this
holocaust.
The editorial mentioned several of the events held
during Great Famine Memorial Week, including the
rally at the Washington Monument, the demonstra
tion near the Soviet Embassy and the scholarly
symposium at the American Enterprise Institute.
Noting that millions died as a result of the Sovietmade famine, the newspaper pointed out that the
Soviet government has tried to erase the memory of
these victims and to conceal the fact that a famine did
occur.
The editorial concluded by stating that the Ukrai
nians and Poles have much in common since both are
persecuted by the Soviet regime.
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L'Alternative
PARIS -– The French-language magazine L'Alter
native, which focuses on rights and liberties in Eastern
Europe, carried an article dedicated to the 50th
anniversary of the Great Famine in Ukraine in its
November-December 1983 issue.
The article was written by Bohdan Krawchenko. a
Ukrainian historian affiliated with the Canadian
Institute of Ukrainian Studies at the University of
Alberta.
Prof. Krawchenko prefaced his article with a note
that between I932and 1933some6million inhabitants
of Ukraine died in an artificial famine. The perpetra
tors of this crime were never brought to justice: there is
no monument to the famine's victims: and the Soviet
government has done everything to erase the memory
of this cataclysm, he wrote.
The article also contained information about the
liquidation of the kulaks. Ukrainian resistance to
collectivization and eyewitness accounts of famine
horrors.

Washington Post
WASHINGTON - T h e Great Famine in Ukraine'
(1932-33) was cited by columnist George F. Will in a
January 5 article on Soviet brutality in Afghanistan
that was published in the Washington Post.
According to Mr. Will, the Soviets appear to be
waging a ruthless campaign against Afghan civilians.
Rather than trying to win over the local population, as
the United States attempted to do in Vietnam, the
Soviets have decided that only intimidation and terror
can induce civilians to stop supporting the freedom
fighters.
The Red Army campaign includes the indiscrimi
nate planting of anti-personnel mines which maim
rather than kill outright. According to Mr. Will,
Western doctors in Afghanistan report that most of
the victims are children, many of whom later die from
lethal infections such as gangrene.
"The Red Army has now been engaged against the
freedom fighters longer than it was against the
German' Wermacht," wrote Mr. Will. "But what is
being done in Afghanistan in 1984 is more akin to the
Ukrainian genocide of 1933. Then, as now, Soviet
ruthlessness prevailed, and the West's denial reflex
kept the unpleasant business out of most minds."

Le Monde

PARIS — The French daily newspaper Le Monde
focused on the 50th anniversary of the Great Famine
in Ukraine in its Sunday, August 28 - Monday,
August 29, 1983, issue.
In that issue, Le Monde published an article by
Guillaume Malaurie titled "Genocide through
hunger."
The writer noted that the famine was actually a
policy of genocide conducted by the Soviet govern
PASSAIC, N.J. - The November 30, 1983, issue of ment under Stalin. He went on to cite eyewitness
Katolicky Sokol, the official publication of the Slovak accounts of Ukraine as it was in 1933 by Ukrainian
Catholic Sokol, published an editorial about the Great Amcrian Martha Stcbalo. who visited the USSR at
Famine of 1932-33 in Ukraine. -Ґ
that time, and by writers such as Arthur Kocstler.
Calling the famine one of the' greatest tragedies in Harry Lang of the Jewish Daily Forward and Gareth
world history, the Slovak-language editorial noted Jones of the Daily Express.
that between 5 and 7 million people perished in the
Mr. Malaurie also wrote aBout the visit to Ukraine
Stalin-made famine that was motivated by political of French statesman Edouard Herriot, leader of the
considerations. The editorial also reported that Radical Socialist Party, who u;is shown "Potemkin
Ukrainians throughout the world were marking the villages" by Soviet authorities and later reported that
50th anniversary of this holocaust.
there was no famine in that country.

Katolicky Sokol

For the record

Notable quotes about the Great Famine
Dr. Stanislaus A. Blejwas, president of the Polish
American Congress, Connecticut District, and co
ordinator of Polish studies and associate professor of
history at Central Connecticut State College, speak
ing at the statewide famine commemoration held in
Hartford, Conn., on September 29, 1983:
It is my honor, on behalf of the Connecticut District
of the Polish American Congress and on behalf of
Connecticut's Polish American community, to
participate in today's commemoration of the Ukrai
nian victims of Soviet totalitarianism. I also speak
today on behalf of all national, ethnic and religious
groups, ranging from the Estonians on the Baltic
Coast to the heroic people of Afghanistan, to the
imprisoned people of the Korean Peninsula - the
Captive Nations. Finally, I am also here because of an

individual obligation as a human who believes in the
rights of man, the immortal dignity of the individual
and in democratic government.
I cannot recount or make you understand those
terrible events of 50 years ago. But I can remind you
that those people died as sacrifices to an ideology
which exaults collective authority above individual
human dignity, above human rights, above life itself...
People of East European origin are ridiculed by
elements of the American media because they talk
about the evil nature of the Soviet system and of the
Soviet Union. When we call for santions against the
USSR, or request additional funding for Radio Free
Europe or Radio Liberty, ourcriticsjerk their knees in
horror at the mere suggestion of offending the Soviets
and of demonstrating to them and to the world that
(Continued on page 13)
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THE GREAT FAMINE

The year 1983 marked the 50th anniversary of
one of history s most horrifying cases of
genocide - the Soviet-made Great Famine of
1932-33, in which some 7 million Ukrainians
perished.
Relying on news from Svoboda and, later.
The Ukrainian Weekly, this column hopes to
remind and inform Americans and Canadians of
this terrible crime against humanity.
By bringing other events worldwide into the
picture as well, the column hopes to give a
perspective on the state of the world in the years
of Ukraine is Great Famine.

October 1-15, 1934
PART XLVIII
The headline in the October I issue of
Svoboda read: "Chaos During the Transport of
Grain in Russia." The story, datelined Moscow,
stated that there was a lack of transport cars to
carry grain, and it often rotted at railway
stations. In a station near Kiev, the report stated,
the grain was being stolen by peasants and then
sold at the market.
The reports stated that sometimes the
wagons had holes in the floors and the grain
would pour out during transport.
The October 3 issue of Svoboda noted that,
according to reports in the Soviet press, only 56
percent of the grain needed had been collected
from the farms. Pravda blamed these low figures
on saboteurs.
On October 4, Svoboda reported that the
Communist Youth League had recently printed
a series of articles on the Soviet family in its
newspaper. Komsomolska Pravda. According
to the article, the family unit in the Soviet Union
had completely fallen apart. Women were deeply
affected by the fact that their husbands had no
time to spend with them and the children
because they were so involved in the concerns of
a world revolution and the Communist system.
Some said that there was no room for the family
unit in the Communist system: matters of the
state seemed to be more important.
The headline in the October 9 issue of
Svoboda read: "The Renewal of the Bolshevik
Anti-Famine Propaganda." The subheadline
explained that Harold Denny had arrived in
place of Walter Duranty as The New York Times
Moscow correspondent. It stated that Mr.
Duranty. who had never seen famine in the
Soviet Union, had been replaced by Mr. Denny,
who now sings the praises of Ukraine's hospita
lity, the abundance ol good food and good
drink.
On October l(), Svoboda printed a news
report, datelined Kiev, which stated that
Moscow kept dividing the lands of Ukraine, thus
decreasing its size and power. The story describ
ed the formation of the Moldavian Republic on
land once Ukrainian. At first, I0 years earlier,
the official language of the republic was
Ukrainian, but as time went on, Ukrainian was
forgotten and used less and less.
On October 11, Svoboda reprinted an entire
article by Harold Denny from The New York
Times. It also printed an article whieh appeared
in the Elizabeth (N.J.) Journal. The latter was
written by a Harry Goldstein, an eyewitness of
the famine in Ukraine.
The first article, titled "Is There Famine in
Ukraine under Soviets?," wascabled to The New
York Times on October 8 from Mr. Denny in
Zaporizhzhia. Ukraine. It read:
"This correspondent is traveling through the
principal grain regions of the Soviet Union to
check reports published abroad that a new
famine exists or impends. Thus far no famine
. -. .:–. , . . - (ConHnmd on page 14)
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The Chicago branch of the Ukrainian

The building which houses the Center of Ukrainian and Religious Studies at 2305
W. Superior.

The founder of the Center of Ukrainian and Religious Studies, Patriarch Josyf
Slipyj, along with prominent members of Ss. Volodymyr and Olha Ukrainian
Catholic Church, who laid the foundation for the center's work. The photo was
taken during the patriarch's 1973 visit to Chicago, after he toured the newly
acquired building.

A.

'

by Marta Kolomayets

cago is a non-profit association, and is
incorporated under the laws of the state
of Illinois. Its regulations state that it is
an educational association, whose
purpose is the dissemination of knowledge in religious and Ukrainian subjects among the young and adults, to
organize lectures, conduct publishing
activities and to foster research in
related areas.
Although the Chicago association is not affiliated with the Philadelphia and
Washington St. Sophia Religious Association of Ukrainian Catholics Inc., it is
similar in that both are headed by the
patriarch and both disseminate information about the Ukrainian Catholic
Church.
„
Both associations are affiliated with
the Ukrainian Catholic University of
Pope St. Clement in.Rome.
According to"the university charter,
signed by Patriarch Josyf on December
8, 1963, (the feast day of St. Clement,
whc"was buried on Ukrainian territory),
the/ Ukrainian Catholic University and its branches have as their goal to learn
about the past of the Ukrainian people,
their Christian outlook, and the world
view ofthe whole East to which they
belorigT^This knowledge is to be collected and consolidated in books, as a
manifestation of scholarly work and of
the Ukrainian genuis of scholarship
inspired by the Holy Ghost,"the charter
states.
In the charter, the patriarch emphasized that the "task of truly great
importance of the Ukrainian Catholic
University is to raise a young generation imbued with Catholic principles,
dedicated to the pursuit of knowledge
and its application in everyday life."
Indeed, the center has flourished
over the last 10 years as a consciousnessraising plexus for people of all ages. Its
history is closely intertwined with the
development of the Ss. Volodymyr and
Olha Ukrainian Catholic Parish, whose
house of worship is directly across the
street.
The institution h"Ss taken on the role
of academic center and classroom in
The St. Sophia Association of Chi- both Ukrainian and religious studies. It

CHICAGO - On the corner of
Superior Street and Oakley Boulevard,
in a residential section of Chicago,
stands a two-story brick building.
Unlike the other residences on the street,
this structure distinguishes itself by the
sign that hangs over the 2305 W.
Superior address. The placard identifies
the building as the Center of Ukrainian
and Religious Studies. This is the
Chicago branch of the Ukrainian Catholic University, known as the "filia."
A little over 10 years ago, this structure was just like all the others on the
block, an ordinary two-family home
amid the growing number of parochial
buildings of the then newly built Ss.
Volodymyr and Olha Ukrainian Catholic Church.
However, in May 1973, when Patriarch Josyf arrived in Chicago for his
second visit, to bless the parish,' he also
expressed an interest in establishing a
Chicago branch of the Rome-based
Ukrainian Catholic University that was
f6unded in 1963.
Patriarch Josyf purchased the building for the expansion of the property
of what was to become the St. Sophia
Association (whose parent organization is based in Rome). The first step for
the church directors was to hold a
founding meeting of the St. Sophia
Corp. of Chicago, headed by the patriarch. The corporation is the legal owner
of the building.
Work was begun on the renovation of
the building that would house the first
North American branch of the Ukrainian Catholic University. The first
branch ol the university was established
in Buenos Aires.
With Patriarch Josyf as their driving
force, the men who founded Chicago's
St. Sophra Corp. on June 8. 1973, soon
began planning lor the opening of the
building. This was completed during the
fall of 1973.

serves as a meeting place for various' is an ideal home because they are close
church organizations which through the ' enough to acquaint themselves with the
years have become closely associated religious community. Thus, they, while
with the center. The Youth Brother- still students, are able to apply their
hood of.Ss. Borys and Hlib at Ss. ministry to everyday life — something
Volodymyr and Olha Parish has fre- they consider a beneficial training
quently contributed both monetarily program.
and spiritually to the development of
Another facet of the center is the
the building, conducting fund-raising institution's museum and archives.
events and often using the facilities of Although housed in a separate building,
the center.
the St. Sophia Association's museum
Besides serving as an academic center has also as its goal the documentation of
and meeting place, the "filia," as it is the history of the patriarchal movement
known, is home for the Ukrainian and the development of Ss. Volodymyr
seminary students who attend area and Olha Ukrainian Catholic Church.
divinity schools. Through the years,
With the untiring work of its first
since the establishment of the center as secretary and academic administrator.
an "experimental seminaty," by Patri- Dr. Vasyl Markus, and an executive
arch Josyf in 1978, the center has been board consisting of the Rt. Rev. Marian
home to as many- as five students of Butrynsky, director; the Rev. Krotec,
theology at one time. For several years, vice-chairman; Dr. Andrij Hajeckyj,
under the directorship of the Rev. Ivan treasurer; Theodore Jatskiw, member;
Krotec, the seminarians had developed and Dr. Olexander Farion, chairman of
their own Ukrainian studies program the auditing committee, the center
supplementing their Catholic educa- began its first academic year in the fall
tion.
of 1973.
Currently only two students (one
Since its inception, the center has
from Toronto, the other from Austra- hosted lecturers, experts in the fields of
lia), live at the center, which they befieve religion, Ukrainian history, culture and

The Rev. Andriy Chirovsky, pastor of St. Joseph's Ukrainian Catholic Church, is
the director of the diaconal training program. Above, he instructs course
participants.
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o/ic University: its doors are open to all
the dissident movement.
Myriad lectures and programs have
been presented at the center by such
educators as: Bohdan Rubchak, the
Rev. Dr. Robert Taft. the Rev. Dr.
Petro Bilaniuk, Archbishop Kallistos
Ware, Michael Bourdeaux, Lew Shan–
kovsky, Nadia Svitlychna, George
Gajeckyj. Raissa Moroz. Daria Mar–
kus. Thomas Byrd, Dr. Bohdan Cym–
balisty and the Very Rev. Dr. Lubomyr
Husar.
Now celebrating its 10th academic
year, the center, run by the Rt. Rev.
Butrynsky. director; Dr. Hajeckyj,
assistant director; the Rev. Peter Ga–
ladza. secretary; and lhor Humeniuk,
treasurer, continues to flourish.
A sampling of offerings from the
current academic year reveals that on
Monday evenings, prayer meetings and
self-awareness programs are conducted
by the Rev. Myron Panchuk who also
resides at the center. Attendance grows
weekly with anywhere between six and
20 people attending to share their
experiences and discuss emotional
needs.
On Tuesdays, quite another program,
initiated last year, is held. This is the
evening for Ukrainian embroidery
classes. This course averages anywhere
between 10 and 25 participants - not
all of them women. The clasf instructor is
Tania Reynarowych, an expert in her
field.
Leading Wednesday's "Evenings for
the Engaged, "are the Rev. Galadzaand
his wife. Olcnka, along with a lay couple.
Vasyl and Lesia Boychuk. A guide to
entering the holy sacrament of matrimony, this program is composed of six
sessions which help the engaged prepare for a Christian life together.
Thursday evenings arc reserved for a
deacons' training program, which is
sponsored by Bishop Innocent Lotocky
of the Chicago Ukrainian Catholic
Eparchy. Currently a two-instuctor
program, it is directed by the Rev.
Andriy Chirovsky, pastor of St.
Joseph's Church, who also teaches
systematic theology. The Rev. Galadza
teaches liturgies and chant. Candidates
from all over Metropolitan Chicago
attend the courses, which in the future
may be expanded to offer studies in
canon law, spirituality, moral theology, church history, pastoral psychology and theology.
Friday evenings, for the past two
years have been highlighted by the
Friday Night Lecture series, with talks
on historical, theological, political,
artistic and literary themes. The series
runs from October through May.
A Ukrainian school teachers'training
program is held on Saturday mornings
for three and a half hours. College
students and adults who are interested
in' teaching at schools of Ukrainian
studies are intensively trained in Ukrainian literature, history, language, culture, art, sociology, psychology and
education. Taught by 10 professors,
this is a one-and-a-half-year training
program.
The scene on Sundays at the "tilia" is
most aptly described as Grand Central
Station. The house is abuzz with various activities, ranging from organizing
meetings for conventions, retreats and
conferences, to choir rehearsals and
social get-togethers.
The constant contact with the parish
community keeps the center vibrant.
Every day there is something going on
behind the doors of 2305 W. Superior.
And those doors are always open to all.

The Rev. Peter and Olenka Galadza (center) lead one of the six sessions of the marriage preparation program, "Evenings for
the Engaged." It is a course for couples from Ss. Volodymyr and Olha Ukrainian Catholic Church.

Oksana Rozdolsky, instructor in modern Ukrainian literature, explains a passage
in the poetry of Yar Slavutych to students of the Ukrainian pedagogical courses.
Some of the students will go on to teach in schools of Ukrainian subjects.

The Rev. Myron Panchuk, who lives at the center, poses with some of the young
people who attend his Monday evening prayer and discussion sessions. This selfawareness program was initiated two years ago.

The newly introduced course on the art
of Ukrainian embroidery is offered
every Tuesday evening. Tania Reynarowych, a specialist in the craft, instructs the well-attended classes. The
variety of programs offered at the center
makes it a popular meeting place for
people of all ages. Above, Diana Hry–
horczuk practices the intricate stitching.
The students learn about the history of
the art, practice techniques and create
their own handiwork.
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Named ship commander

|

Notes on people

Warenycia addressed a session that
dealt with basal ganglia (a part .of the
brain important for the initiation of
movement).
Mr. Warenycia, who is completing
his doctoral studies and dissertation in
the field of pharmacology, delivered a
paper titled "Responses to dcxampheta–
mine are similar in immobilized and
freely moving cortically ablated animals." in which he indicated that the
cortex plays a determined role in the
responses of freely moving animals to
the administered drug.
Some 200 members of the society,
which deals with all aspects of science
that relate to the functions of the brain
and nervous system, were on hand to
hear Mr. Waren'ycia's talk. In all, 8,400
persons attended the society's annual
meeting, which was held November 611 at the Boston Sheraton Center.
Mr. Warenycia, 31, is a student at
Dalhousie University in Halifax, N.S.
He holds bachelor's and master's degrees
in physiology. He is a member of UNA
Branch 444.
Cmdr. Myron Hura
CHARLESTON. S.C. - Cmdr.
Myron Hura was recently appointed
commanding officer of the Charlestonbased guided missile destroyer William
V. Pratt, the News and Courier report-:
ed.
He was born in Solotvyna, Ukraine,'
on May 20, 1943. and eventually immigrated to the United States with his
family after^extensive travel through
eastern and western Europe and South
America.
Following graduation from lrvington
High School in New Jersey, Cmdr.
Hura was appointed to the United
States Naval Academy in 1962. During
this time he was a three-time All-Amcri–
can in soccer and led the Navy to the
National Collegiate Athletic Association Championship in 1963.
In 1966, he graduated from'the Naval
Academy and was selected as a
Fulbright Scholar; he traveled to the
Universidad Catolica in Valparaiso,
Chile, to study international law. His sea
assignments have included such positions as main propulsion and damage
control assistant, material officer,
operations officer, executive officer,
chief staff officer and most recently
surface operations and plans officer.
Cmdr. Hura has also served as
NROTC instructor at the University of
California in Los Angeles and as a
program manager for energy and environmental science in Washington.
The 40-year-old officer has also
completed a master of science degree in
water quality engineering and a doctorate in environmental science and
engineering at the University of
California. He is fluent in Spanish.
Ukrainian and Russian, and is the
author of several scientific articles.
His military awards include the
Navy Commendation Medal with gold
star and Combat V. Combat Action
Ribbon. National Defense Medal and
the Republic of Vietnam Campaign
Medal.
Cmdr. Hura is married to the former
Ellen Siess.and they have three children,
Kristine, Stefan and Andrea. He belongs to UNA Branch 133 in Newark.
N.J.

Delivers science paper
BOSTON - At the annual meeting
of the Society for Neuroscience, a U.S.–
based society with members worldwide,
UNA scholarship recipient Marcus

Ordained Baptist minister
SEYMOUR. Conn. - The'Rev.
Russell Lesiw, pastor of the Seymour
Evangelical Church here, was ordained
a minister in the Baptist General Conference at the Marine Corps League
Hall recently.
The Rev. Lesiw is a graduate of the
University of Connecticut and is attending'Vale Divinity School. He has
studied the Bible through the Moody
Bible Institute correspondence program.
A pastor at Seymour Evangelical
Church for the past 11 years, the Rev.
Lesiw was ordained a minister by the
, Rev. Sten Lindberg of the Trinity
Baptist Church and the Rev. Robert
Wescot.
He and his wife Patricia have four
children, Daniel, 23, an -engineer at
Channel 3 in Hartford; Doreen, 21, a
student at Bethel College in Minneapolis: Paul, 19, a graduate of Porter
Chester Institute in Waterbury and
Darlene. 17. a senior at Seymour High
School.
The Rev. Lesiw is a member of UNA
Branch 67.
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in the Farmington area, since 1955. He
has been a UNA Branch 179 member
and a Weekly reader for 50 years.

Musician in demand

dances in the JoAnn Kulchesky Echoes
of Ukraine dance group.
Mr. Zarycky's plans for the future
include recording an album.

M. P. Shymko honored
TORONTO - Actor Charlton Hes–
ton was the guest of honor at a special
evening held in November 1983 in
support of Yuri Shymko. member ol the
Provincial Parliament for High ParkSwansea in November.
Mr. Shymko was first elected as a
federal member of parliament for
Parkdale in 1978. and to the Ontario
legislature in March 1981. In recognition of his'work, he was recently
appointed parliamentary assistant to
the provincial secretary for social
development.
The evening was sponsored by the
High Park-Swansea Progressive Conservative Association. It was held at the
Grand Ballroom of the Sheraton Centre
Hotel in Toronto.

Performs cello concerto
NEW HAVEN, Conn. - Cellist
Nestor Cybriwsky performed Bocche–
rini's Cello Concerto in B-flat Major
during a concert given by the Connecticut Chamber Orchestra under the
Harry Stephen Zarycky
conductorship of Sayard Stone here in
HAMTRAMCK, Mich. - Accor- November.
dionist Harry Stephen Zarycky, 17, and
Jeffrey Goldstein, a music reviewer
his Halychany dance band have been for the New Haven Register wrote of the
entertaining audiences for three years cellist's performance: "The orchestra
here in the Detroit area.
seemed reinvigorated by Cybriwsky's
The musicians have become one of fine-playing...Cybriwsky's playing is
the favorite Ukrainian bands in Detroit characterized by a deep, rich tone and a
and Windsor, performing at festivals, seemingly effortless command of the
weddings, banquets and marry other instrument. He is undaunted by even
the most treacherous double stops."
functions.
-Mr. Cybriwsky is a member of the
Besides performing with the band,
Mr. Zarycky is also one of the top Kalyna Chamber trio, whose other
mandolin players in the Sam Mills members are pianist Thomas Hrynkiw
Kobzar Mandolin Orchestra. He also and violinist Halya Strilec.

Wyoming Valley Cultural Society
displays crafts at holiday fair

Completes mural
FARMINGTON. Mo. - Muralist
Michael Chomyk recently completed a
9-by– 18-foot mural for the Farmington
Public Library here.
His newest creation, on the west wall,
depicts characters in children's literature; it is his second mural for the
library. The first mural is located on the
opposite wall and depicts a montage of
local history.
Both area newspapers, the PressAdvertiser and The Daily Journal,
carried news of the mural unveiling and
stated that although the two murals
differ in subject matter, the artist has
merged the two works through the
utilization of similar styles and graphic
design.
The artist. Mr. Chomyk, has worked
as a professional muralist since the
Great Depression. He was born in
Ukraine in 1911 and, as a young boy.
moved to the United States with his
parents.
He studied at Washington University's School of Fine Arts in St. Louis
and since that time he has created large
works of art all across the country. Mr.
Chomyk has been a resident of Ironton

Dance, decorations, music and holiday customs from many lands were the
focus of the eighth Luzerne County Holiday Fair, held December 2-4,1983,
at the Luzerne County Courthouse in Wilkes-Barre, Pa. The Ukrainian
Cultural Society of Wyoming Valley presented a winter wonderland display
featuring a tree with glass balls trimmed with traditional Ukrainian designs
and dolls dressed in authentic costumes of the many regions of Ukraine.
Their hand-embroidered outfits were made by Albina Czapowskyj of
Mountaintop and Oksana Krauczeniuk of Wilkes-Barre. Shown in the
photo is Olga Yudisky of Alden, president of the Ukrainian Cultural Society
of Wyoming Valley. Authentically decorated trees, exhibiting such original
decorations as Lithuanian straw ornaments, German cookies and apples,
Polish paper crafts and Welsh wheat weaving were the main focus at the
courthouse event.
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Foundation's movie to focus on
Mazepa's role as enlightened ruler
ROCKY HILL. Conn. - T h e r e is
I poetic justice in a classic movie being
і made about Ivan Mazepa as recently
I announced by the Mazepa Founda
tion Inc. Mazepa, during his 22-year
I reign as hetman of Ukraine, inspired
I a vigorous period of cultural activity
Я and human enrichment. Its affects
I were felt far beyond the borders of
: Ukraine — in Egypt, Greece, Syria
I and dozens of other countries. "
Mazepa himself was a we!l-edu–
j cated man, fluent in Latin, French,
A German. Russian, Italian, Dutch and
Polish. Having traveled throughout
- Europe, he was an authority on
literature,.art and the culture of
E many nations. Additionally — unu–
I sual for leaders in his day — he had a
Щ strong belief in what is known today
І as "human rights."
Ilko Borshchak, in his "La Vie de
- Mazepa," describes his subject as
I representing "Kievan culture, a
і European culture fertilized with
| latinity and science, but also with a
I chivalry which placed human dignity
I above all else."
1
The Mazepa influence on the
I Ukrainian renaissance (1687-1709) js
Щ reflected in his establishment of a
| | vast network of primary and secon–
8 dary schools that resulted in an 18th
| century miracle — a population
virtually 100 percent literate. It was a
phenomenon attested to by scores of
European visitors.
" 4 K S . i "--.,v.,-–. -

Mazepa also encouraged the de
velopment of the Academy of Kiev
into a university serving 2,000 stu
dents, and the rebuilding of the
College of Chernihiv.
He built or rebuilt some 25
churches, including St. Nicholas
Cathedral and the magnificent "Gold
Plated" Monastery in Kiev. (These
two architectural treasures and
others were demolished by the Soviets
in the 1930s.)
Painting, literature, etching and
engraving flourished under Mazepa,
as did the development of new indus
tries. The production of paper, glass,
ceramics, textiles and other products'
enriched the, economic life of U–
kraine.
In light of these accomplishments,
Mazepa deserves recognition as one
of the most enlightened leaders in all
history. Unfortunately, his defeat in
a war to maintain a free Ukraine and
subsequent campaigns to stamp out
his memory have deprived him of
such recognition.
The movie "Mazepa," according
to Dr. Zenon Matkiwsky, chairman
of the board of trustees of the Ma
zepa Foundation, "affords the op
portunity to tel! the world the truth
about a truly remarkable man, a man
who created a utopia-like society,
and fought valiantly to protect it. It's
a story that has great relevance to
today's world."

UKRAINE:
A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA
Volume I and II
The First Volume: General Information, Physical
Geography and Natural History, Population, Ethno
graphy, Ukrainian Language, History of Ukraine,
Ukrainian Culture, and Ukrainian Literature.

Price: S75.00
The Second Volume: Law, The Ukrainian Church,
Scholarship, Education and Schools, Libraries, Ar
chives, and Museums, Book Printing, Publishing and
the Press, The Arts, Music and Choreography,
Theater and Cinema, National Economy, Health
and Medical Services and Physical Culture, the Ar
med Forces, Ukrainians Abroad.

Price: S85.00
You can obtain both volumes
for only S140.00
Including Postage
WWWXJWfWMW^WWWfW^WXffyWWW^WWOOW

Fill out the order blank below and mail it with
your check or money order.
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U S E THIS COUPON!

Knights of Columbus council
pledges funds for D.C. shrine

To:

U K R A I N I A N NATIONAL, ASSOCIATION. Inc.
30 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N.J. 07302
I hereby order Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia
Q
Volume I - S75.0O
Q
Volume II - S85.00
Q
Volumes I ft II - S140.00.
Enclosed Is (a check, M. 6 . ) for the amount 5Please send the book (s) to the following address:

ШШ/ЛІ
^"'– \

FOR ONLY 2Ф PER DAY
you can be insured for

S5.000 - S10,000under an

ACCIDENTAL DEATH
and

DISMEMBERMENT CERTIFICATE
St. Josaphat Council No. 7530 of the Knights of Columbus, based in
Washington, is the first Ukrainian Catholic council established in the United
States. From the outset the council has pledged 52,500 toward the
construction of the Ukrainian Catholic National Shrine of the Holy Family in
the nation's capital. Grand Knight Emilian Stadnyk is shown above
presenting the third contribution, a check for S500, to the Rev. Stephen J.
Shawel, CSsR. In addition, the knights have made.contributions to other
activities, including the Ukrainian Catholic Mission Society for missionary
work in South America and maintenance projects at St. Josaphat Major
Seminary in Washington.

J

The UNA: insurance plus

\

of the

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
The low, low premiums for new A D D Certificates,
issued after Oct. 1, 1983, are as follows:
S6.50
Annually
S3.35
Semi-annually
C1.75
Quarterly
.60
Monthly
THIS CERTIFICATE IS AVAILABLE ONLY TO 16-55
YEAR-OLD UNA MEMBERS.
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St. Vladimir's dancers of Windsor hopping

GREAT FAMINE

Ukrainian Week

Order by writing
or calling
The Weekly'
at (201) 434-0237.

Share
The Weekly
with a friend

The St. Vladimir's Ukrainian Dance Ensemble.
"WINDSOR, Ont. - St. Vladimir's area and doing fund-raising work for
Ukrainian Dance Ensemble of Wind the Ukrainian community.
sor. Ont., was kept quite busy through
The ensemble, affiliated with the
out the past year, performing for Lesia Ukrainka Branch of the Ukrai
audiences in Ontario and the Detroit nian Women's Association of Canada,

Now available

THE GREAT
FAMINE
IN UKRAINE:
THE UNKNOWN
HOLOCAUST
Compiled and edited by
the editors of
The Ukrainian Weekly
Published by
the Ukrainian National Association
Featuring:
DR. OMEUAN PRITSAK: Foreword
DR. JAMES E. MACE: The man-made famine of J932-33: what happened and why
DR. MYRON B. KUROPAS: America's "Red Decade" and the Great Famine cover-up

at St. Vladimir's Orthodox Cathedral,
was formed eight years ago. Composed
of some 30 dancers between the ages of 6
an 18, the ensemble is directed by
Stephen Romanow.
During the past year, it has been in
great demand, performing at the Art
Gallery of Windsor and at the 50th
anniversary of the Windsor Branch of
the Ukrainian Women's Association,
which was followed by a special concert
and luncheon in tribute to the ladies.
The senior dancers also appeared at
the 40th anniversary banquet of the
Ukrainian Canadian Committee. Then
the entire ensemble entertained a capa
city crowd of 1.200 at Geary Audito
rium at the Musical Celebration of a
Cultural Heritage, sponsored by the
Windsor Board of Education and the
Windsor Star.
Appearances at the Senior Citizens
Celebration '83, the Ukrainian Festival
at Hart Plaza in Detroit and Art in the
Park, sponsored by the Rotary Club,
followed.
In July, the ensemble had a beautiful
float in the televised International
Freedom Festival Parade seen live by
over 100,000 people.
The ensemble also contributed S200
to the Ukrainian Canadian Committee,
which collected other contributions and
presented a William Kurelek painting,
"The Nativity," to the Art Gallery of
Windsor to commemorate the 50th
anniversary of the Soviet-made famine in
Ukraine. The dancers were able to
contribute the money by doing fundraising work.

MARCO CARYNNYK: Malcolm Muggeridge on Stalin's famine: "celiberate" and "diabolical'
starvation
EYEWITNESS RECOLLECTIONS
DISSIDENTS ON THE FAMINE
Available only from SVOBODA PRESS, 30 Montgomery St., Jorsey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
Price:
1-9 copies
10-19 copies
20 or more copies

S3.00 per copy, plus J1.00 postage and handling per order
S2.50 per copy, plus S2.00 postage and handling per order
S2.50 per copy, plus І3.00 postage and handling per order

ALL ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID. MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO SVOBODA PRESS,
New Jersey residents add 6 4 sales tax.
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Minnesota students
schedule activities
MINNEAPOLIS - The Ukrainian
Students Organization at the University
of Minnesota began.the 1983-84 aca
demic year with a flurry of activity.
During the fall semester, the club
donated funds to the Immigration
History Research Center at the Univer
sity of Minnesota, contributed food to
the Southern,Anoka County Assistance
food shelter, sponsored a sleigh ride,
organized Christmas caroling and held
an annual malanka.
Plans for the spring semester include
selling Ukrainian pysanky. or
ganizing a cultural exhibit at the
student, union and holding seminars
on Ukrainian topics.
The officers for the l983-84academic
year are: Mary Golub, president; Jackie
Pawluk, vice president; Zina Poletz,
secretary; Terry Kmit, treasurer; and
' Nadia Chowhan. advisor.

Mausoleum alters
building plans
WASHINGTON - The Ukrainian
National Monument-Mausoleum has
altered its original plans for a two-level
structure to a three-level mausoleum.
The additional level will allow for an
entrance into the south wing from the
cemetery grounds and will house ad
ditional crypt spaces (an increase from
7,680to 13,020). It will also create space
for a museum, an office and possibly a t
funeral home. Two elevators have been
added to serve all three levels.
Upon receipt of the building permit
from the county, and weather permitt
ing, construction of the monumentmausoleum will be under way in the
spring of 1984.
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ALL UKRAINIANS IN THE FREE WORLD!
WE NEED YOUR H E L P IT'S OUR MILLENNIUM
988-1988
.
One thousand years ago, we Ukrainians became Christians
under the leadership of our great saint, Prince Volodymyr the
Great. It is a cause of great celebration. We must not permit this
event to be downplayed, belittled or diverted.
IT'S OUR HERITAGE
As Ukrainians, we have been blessed with a rich religious and cultural heritage, it did not
come easily. Our ancestors, our families, fought for it, died for it. It is' up to us, the Ukrainian
faithful, who practise our religion and live our lives in a free country, to contribute to this
heritage lor our children and for the generations to come. The Millennium Secretariat wishes
to develop and preserve this heritage. But We Need Your Help.

IT'S OUR CULTURE
We are a proud people. We are proud of our culture. We sing. We dance. Our food is second
to none. We have great artists, great thinkers. At this time of joy and renewal, let us create
works of art to celebrate God's gift to us. The Secretariat wishes to commission artists to
paint beautiful Icons. An opera of the Baptism of the Ukrainian people should be written. The history of Christianity in Ukraine and
history of the Ukrainian Catholic Church in the Free World, a collection of religious literature in connection with the Millennium-all
of this and more in order to pass on this vast heritage tp forthcoming generations. But We Need Your Help.

IT'S OUR RELIGION
His Holiness, Pope John Paul II, described the great event in this way in his letter to Josyf Cardinal Slipyj on the occasion of the
announcement of our Millennium:
Thus, we come to the year 988 when Prince Volodymyr. grandson ol St. Olga. began to
spread the Christian faith among all the inhabitants of his realm and he also decreed that the
townsfolk of his capital city, in his presence and the presence ol his family and the Greek
clergy, should be publicly baptized in the River Dnipro. In that way. then, he began the
propagation ol the faith, first within the confines of his own princedom, and after that, even to
the districts bordering his country "Rus." that lay to 'he East and to the North

(Continued from page 7)

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
Key Largo, Fl. By owner 1,23 acres on the
water w/3 units. Potential 7 more, looking
for partner S60.000.00 to interest or
260.000.00 sale.
Peter L. Hvszczak, 9 8 7 5 1 Overseas
Hwy. Key Largo. Fl. 33037.
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URGENT MESSAGE!

Notable quotes...
American is committed to basic moral
values...
Must we relearn the terrible lessons
of the appeasement policies of the
1930s? Can the democracies regain their
collective moral fiber and will?
These are questions which leap out of
the grave of every victim of genocide.
We are here because we want people
to face these questions.
We are not optimistic - despite our
belief in the ultimate triumph of demo
cracy. Our pessimism arises from the
enormous American ignorance about
history, about the Soviet Union, about
Eastern Europe, and about genocide
and holocaust. You will not find in
teachers' guides on genocide and holo
caust — including those prepared in the
New England states — mention of the
victims of the Soviet-induced famine in
Ukraine; you will not find mention of
the 3 million Polish Gentiles who
perished during the Holocaust in the
Polish lands during World War II. No
one seems to care that history —
humanity's teacher - is, through exclu
sion, being tampered with in our
teachers' guides, textbooks and in the
media.
One must, therefore, participate in
today's commemoration in order to
bear witness to the truth and to demand
that history not be forgotten. ...

SUNDAY, JANUARY.22, 1984

feUk/
It is a time for great celebration, but most importantly, it is a time for spiritual renewal. The most important goal
Of the Millennium Secretariat is to help the Ukrainian people in this all important renewal ol our faith. The Secretariat wishes to
assist the parishes by providing plans, suggestions and whatever material is available for guidance in renewing our people's spiritual
strength. A special Moleben has been composed and a jubilee hymn, to be treasured by all of us, will be written.
LET'S GET TOGETHER!
Please help us make this Millennium celebration glorious for Ukrainians everywhere. We are asking every
Ukrainian family in the Free World to make a donation to the celebration of our Millennium by becoming
supporting members of the Central Jubilee Committee for the preservation of our Ukrainian heritage.
TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE IT GREAT!

LET THIS BE YOUR COMMITMENT:
1. Become a supporting member ol the Central Jubilee Committee. The fee Is S25.00 (or each of the years 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987
and 1988. this fee ol S25.00 can be paid on a yearly basis or in one sum of S 100.00.
2. Continue your cultural and spiritual involvement in Millennium activities of your parish and community.
3. Involve your family and friends In Millennium projects. Both the Central Jubilee Committee and your Eparchial Committee need
your help.
4. Encourage others to become supporting members of the Central Jubilee Committee.

A Gold Membership Card will be issued to all dedicated members, sanctioned with
the Blessings of His Grace, Most Rev. Maxim Hermaniuk, Millennium Chairman, and
bearing the signatures of:
Bishop Michael Hrynchyshyn, C.Ss.R.–Millennium Secretary General
Rev. Thaddeus Krawchuk, C.Ss.R.–Assistant Secretary General,
Millennium Executive
PREPARE NOW FOR OUR UKRAINIAN MILLENNIUM JUBILEE YEAR, 1988!
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DON'T DELAY! FILL IN AND SEND THIS FORM NOW TO BECOME A SUPPORTING
MEMBER OF THE CENTRAL JUBILEE COMMITTEE.
APPLICATION FOR SUPPORTING MEMBER

Amount:

NOTE: Official receipts for income tax purposes will be issued

Please Send to: Millennium Secretariat-Central Jubilee Committee
233 Scotia Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
R2V 1V7
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Philadelphia seniors visit state capital
HARK1SBURG. Pa. - Thirty-five
representatives of the I.OOO-member
Ukrainian Senior Citizen Association
visited the state capital here on Decem
ber 13. 1983, and met with several state
legislators.
The delegation from'the association,
which is affiliated with the Ukrainian
Educational and Cultural Center in
Abington, Pa., was led by Wolodymyr
Wynnyckyj. It also included two mem
bers of the UECC board of directors Orysia Hewka, vice president, and Vera
Andreyczyk, program chairman - as
well as Mary Tatunchak. co-director of
the Ukrainian American Social Services.
The group was hosted by State Sen.
Joseph Rocks, who escorted members
to the Senate Majority Caucus Room,
where they were joined by State Sens.
Stuart Greenleaf and Jim Lloyd, and
State Reps. Joe Hoeffel, Ted Stuban,
Joe Gladeck, Ed Lucyk, Mark Cohen
and John Wozniak.

Spokesmen for the group told the
legislators that the Ukrainian American
Social Services agency of the UECC,
which serves nearly 8,000 seniors in the
Philadelphia area, has been denied state
funding. As a result, two professional
social workers had been working with
out pay since .August.
They also said that the association
had forwarded two proposals to the
Philadelphia Corporation for the Aged
asking for financial assistance, but that
the requests were denied despite the
corporation's budget of S21 million.
After hearing the group's position,
the legislators agreed to support the
demands of the Ukrainian seniors.
While in Harrisburg, the group also
visited the offices of Gorham Block,
secretary of the Department of Aging,
and sat in on a session of the state
legislature at which Rep. Michael
Dawida read a resolution on the Great
Famine in Ukraine (1932-33).

October 1-15, 1934
(Continued from page 7)
has been found nor an indication of famine in the
year to come, though many peasants must draw
in their belts and eat food they do not like until
the 1935 harvest.
"Not one of all the peasants interviewed on an
800-mile journey made by train, automobile,
farm wagon and on foot believes there will be
actual starvation in his neighborhood this
winter. Of course the trip is only begun and
thousands of miles are yet to be covered before
all the regions which arc reputedly worst affected
by the drought are visited.
"On a trip through an area about 20 miles
north of here peasants, interviewed in railway
stations and m the hard cars of rural railway
trains, said they were in grave danger. This
-correspondent found the grain crop very
seriously diminished though not destroyed, a
fair crop of other produce, and in the evening, at
the end of a hard day of going from farm to farm,
he feasted on milk and honey, milk from
contented collectivized cows and honey fresh
from the hives of Bolshevik bees on a big
collective farm.
"These delicacies were served at the end of a
meal of a tasty salad of tomatoes, pickles and
onions, roast duck and fluffy potato souffle,
much better prepared than in Moscow hotels,
washed down with the Ukrainian national drink,
slivyanka, a liquor made from plums, tasting
non-alcoholic though with a mule's kick in every
swallow.
"This correspondent guessed the collective
farm leadership hadj spread themselves at a
minute's notice to produce this Lucullan
banquet and did not for a minute imagine that
such a meal was the daily fare of the agricultural
workers though all he saw
' and he saw
hundreds
were smiling and well-nourished.
Yet there was a meal eloquent in itself and this
correspondent, feeling somewhat hungrier than
guilty, did it full justice."

li\

Spring Valley Catholic parish
honors its departing pastor
were among those who rose to thank the
Rev. Russo lor his pastoral solicitude
SPRING VALLEY. N.Y. - The and to wish him well in future en
departing pastor, the Rev. Roman V. deavors.
Russo. was honored by parishioners of
Choir director Helen Stclmanchuk
Ss. Peter and Paul Ukrainian Catholic- led the singing of "Mnohaya Lita."
Church on Sunday. December 11. 1983. and the pastor, himself an accomplish
ed baritone, gave'a rendition of one of
The feast of homage and gratitude his not-so-Ukrainian favorites. "Dannv
was sponsored by St. Ann's Sodality
and the Holy Name Society. It was held Boy."
The pastor was joined at the head
in the church hall with over 60
table by his wife, Frances, elder Joseph
parishioners in attendance.
Rogowski and his wife, Helen, Mr.
Several parish and local organiza Kuzmik and others. tions made presentations to the Rev.
Although the Rcy. Russo is a priest of
Russo. Sodality president Katherine the Melkite Eparchy of Newton, Mass..
Bryda and Holy Name president Charlie he served Ss. Peter and Paul Church for
Paoli presented monetary gifts in more than a year, preaching in English
behalf of their organizations. Trustee and Ukrainian. During his tenure there,
John Kuzmik and Teddy Dusanenko. he also established St. Andrew's Mission
commander of Post 19 of the Ukrainian Parish, next to Holy Spirit Cemetery in
American Veterans of Spring– Valley, Hamptonburg, N.Y.
by Katherine Bryda

The second article was from Mr. Goldstein,
who said that conditions could not be worse.
Excerpts from his story, tilled "Tells of Misery
Found in Russia." which appeared on Septem
ber 12 in the Elizabeth Journal, follow.
"I don't see how conditions could be worse
than they are now. There are 168 million people
in Russia, they say. If other countries would Jet
them in and Russia would permit them to leave, I
think 150 million would emigrate. Communists
or no Communists.
"Everybody is working, and getting perhaps
150 rubles a month for an ordinary job. But they
can't buy anything with their rubles. A pair of
good shoes may cost 150 to 200 rubles - a whole
month's pay. Bread is two rubles a pound.
"They say that in the cities conditions are
better than they were a couple of years ago.
There is bread, though not enough. But many
families have no meat on their tables for months
at a time. An average meal for the working class
may consist of bread and a cup of tea, sweetened
with synthetic candy because they cannot afford
to buy sugar. - "Things were bad enough in the larger cities I
visited - Moscow, Leningrad, Kievand Odessa.
I couldn't describe the poverty 1 saw in a small
town. People were making a meal of ordinary
grass cut up and boiled for soup. Living
accommodations.are not decent anywhere. A
family of the working class never has more than
one room. If it is a sizable room it is supposed to
accommodate a family of seven or eight.
Inspectors will come around at night to make
sure that the full number of people are using it. If
they find less they will transfer the family to a
smaller room.
-"The people are not healthy because of the
poor diet. At one town where there are mineral
springs and where the sick are sent to recover,
there were more than 80,000 people in one
month. I was told. They slept in the streets or in
the yards because there was no place to put them.
"Things are a little belter for members of the
Communist Party. They get lower prices in the
stores and special privileges. Those who have
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important jobs ride around in Lincolns and live
well. But they don4 take everybody into the
party. A man has to prove that he is for the party
and is working for it. Even after he is admitted he
may'be thrown out without a hearing if some
informer turns in a report against him.
"Everywhere people are dissatisfied, but they
are afraid to talk. In my parents' house at Kiev
my own father and brothers were afraid to give
me any information about conditions in Russia.
They hushed me when I started to talk about it.
Only when we went for a walk in the woods or
the country would ihey tell me anything. ..."
On October 15. Svoboda printed a report
datelined London which stated that the British
monthly magazine. National, had run an article
about the Ukrainian peasant class before and
after the war.
The article described the Ukrainian peasants
as being more enterprising, having more faith in
their own strength and generally better off than
the peasants in different areas of the empire.
The article stated that it was not unusual for
Ukraine to continue its struggle against the
Soviets; it had always been a European country.
The author ended his article by stating that the
Ukrainian struggle continued against the
Soviets' collectivization of the land.
In its October 12 issue. The Ukrainian Weekly
said that the best way to report on the famine in
Ukraine and the best way to refute incorrect
allegations about Ukraine was to replv with facts,
For this reason, the October 11 issue of Svoboda
had published the Denny article from The New
York Times and followed with a rebuttal, the
Goldstein eyewitness account.

Around the world:
The International Labor Bureau reported that
there were 19 million jobless people in the world
in 1933.
Croatian revolutionary Petry Kalleman killed
King Alexander of Yugoslavia as he arrived in
Marseilles. France, for a state visit.

THE UKRAINIAN INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
SERIES OF UKRAINIAN COMPOSERS M2

YURI MAZURKEVYCH

ART EXHIBIT OPENING

CONCERT VIOLINIST
Will perform works by K0SENK0 and SKORYK

MIROSLAVA DE STEPANKOWSKY–
MICHELSONAS
Sunday, January 2 9 , 1984

5:30 p.m.

"Landscapes, still lifes and portraits reflect the vibrant color of her native Italy, the impres
sionistic influence of her mother's France and the force of her father's Ukraine." M. S

The Ukrainian Institute of America
2 East 79th Street в New York. N.Y. " (212) 288-8660

ANDRIJ DOBRIANSKY,
YURI MAZURKEVYCH, THOMAS HRYNKIW
-

will perform works by BARVINSKY and IIUDKEVYCH.

Sunday, January 2 9 , 1 9 8 4
The Ukrainian Institute of America

2 East 79th Street " New York, N.Y. m (212)288-8660

4 p.m.
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Church." In the latter connection, it is interesting to note that in the current official
ecclesiastical books in the USSR the Church is always spoken of as the Russian
Church, or the Church of the Russian Nation; practically never as the Church of
Christ. In the light of this fact it is only natural that the preaching of hatred, upon
the masses by agents of the Soviet state, is freely and easily accepted and carried on
by the Russian hierar'chs. "The heart of a Christian... distills only annihilating
deadly hatred toward the foe," wrote a group of Russian bishops during the war.
Having been revived, the Russian Church proceeded to dissolve the
Autocephalous (independent) Ukrainian Orthodox Church, which had come into
being in Eastern Ukraine in 1918. Prior to the Russian Revolution all Churches of
Ukraine-under tsarist Russia were compelled to be part of the Russian Orthodox
Church, which through the Moscow Patriarchal Synod was controlled as
effectively by the tsar as it is today by Stalin. After the Bolshevik invaders
overthrew the young Ukrainian National Republic and had secured a firm grip
upon Ukraine, they left the Ukrainian Orthodox Church unhindered for awhile,
but following the end of the period of Ukrainization they dissolved it, forcing its
hicrarchs to make debasing recantations of their faith. During the last war,
however, the Ukrainian Orthodox Church became revived and soon had about 500
parishes in Eastern Ukraine. But after the Soviets reconquered Ukraine they
immediately dissolved the Ukrainian Orthodox Church and compelled its faithful
to enter the Russian Orthodox Church and acknowledge'the Moscow patriarch as
their spiritual leader.
From the foregoing, one can readily see what the next step of Moscow would be.
The Ukrainian Catholic or Uniate Church was the only remaining Ukrainian
Church on Ukrainian territories, i.e. in western Ukraine.
At first, following their reconquest and absorption of western Ukraine within the
USSR, the! Reds did not particularly molest the Catholic Church. But when its
famous prelate. Metropolitan Sheptytsky, died the blow fell. Soviet propagandists
began to attack the Ukrainian Catholic Church for being "nationalistic."
Metropolitan Slipyj, Sheptytsky's successor, and all the bishops were arrested and
thrust into prisons, where several of them died, Slipyj reportedly among them,
'hundreds of priests suffered a similar fate. Scores of them were executed.
Meanwhile, the faithful were terrorized in a like manner. All urgings of the Moscow
Synod and its agents to the Ukrainian Catholics to desert their faith fell, with a few
exceptions, upon deaf ears. Finally, with all the bishops and others of the
opposition in jail or dead, several priests who had been released from prison for just
this very purpose, were organized by Moscow agents into the Initiatory Group for
the Reunion of Ukrainian Catholics with Russian Orthodoxy. Backed by the
authority and power of the Soviet^overnment, these "missionaries" proceeded to
make "converts" to Russian Orthodoxy. Yet though terrorism was used, they
succeeded in "persuading" out of about 2,700 Ukrainian Catholic priests only 42to
go over to the Russian Orthodox Church. Finally, having the control of Ukrainian
Catholic Church of Western and Carpatho-Ukraine firmly in their grip, the Soviet
agents announced early this week through Moscow (to be sure, Moscow.it had to
be) that the Ukrainian Catholic Church has severed its connection with Rome and
has become a part of the Russian Orthodox Church.
In'this manner then the atheistic and totalitarian rulers of the Kremlin have
finally gained full control of the Church - Orthodox and Catholic —within Soviet
borders and are now proceeding to use it as an instrument of further persecution
and denationalization of the helpless people of Ukraine.
"To folk dance or to jitterbug," August 17, 1946:
We certainly are not an authority on dancing of any sort, still we cannot help but
observe that for truly recreational purposes what this country needs is more folk
dancing and less of "jiving," "jitterbugging" and "rug-cutting." Aside from their
crudeness and oftimes vulgarity, the latter type of dancing appears to arouse in
many young people a certain type of exhibitionism that borders on the
unwholesome, to say the least. Folk dancing, on the other hand, has proven itself to
be one of the most wholesome and satisfying forms of recreation that one can
possibly have.
That many young people like to "jive" is nothing strange; it is most natural. For
when young people dance they really like to dance. The orthodox forms of
ballroom dancing, though fine in themselves, are in thefTong run too tame, too
languid to sop up the energy of growing youth, and of elders, too. So having
nothing better to pick from, the young people go in for "jitterbugging," just as
, preceding generations went in for the "Charleston" or the "Black Bottom," or
whatever other dance happened to be the craze then.
Had any real effort been made to popularize folk dancing, we think that by now
most young people would have preferred it to "jiving." For folk dances are certainly
very energetic. What is equally important, they arc far more graceful and
rhythmic than "jiving." At the same time they give the young people plenty of
opportunities to let their hair down, to stamp, to clap their hands, and to let out an
occasional hearty yell. They are also very social, as their participants are most
always changing partners. Finally, folk dances are usually the products of centuries
of development, in the process of which their rough edges have been worn off,
leaving them simple and easy to learn and at the same time highly satisfying to the
most sedate waltzer as well as to the most violent "jitterbug." ...
Our belief that folk dancing could become far more popular than "jiving' if given
half the opportunity that the latter has, is based also on our observation of young
Ukrainian Americans. The great popularity of Ukrainian folk dancing among them
has been too evident for the past decade or so for us to elaborate upon it here. And
that popularity, it should be borne in mind, is not merely based on the fact that this
dancing is Ukrainian; it is based mainly on the intrinsic worth of the dances
themselves. That is why Ukrainian folk dances are so highly popular among the
folk dancers of other nationalities as well.
Still greater proof of the potentially greater popularity of folk dancing over
"jiving" and company, is offered by the rising popularity of folk dancing schools
and centers. Very few persons stop attending them once they have started, and the
atmosphere in them is certainly most wholesome. Finally everyone of the dancers
enjoys himself so hugely that it is a pleasure to behold them.
,'
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NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION

4 EIGHTEENTH
NATIONAL BOWLING
TOURNAMENT
SATURDAY-SUNDAY, May 26th and 27th, 1984
Guaranteed prizes for men's and women's team events:
MEN'S TEAMS - 1st place - 5750.00; 2nd place - 5500.00
WOMEN'S TEAMS - 1st place - 5500.00; 2nd place - 5250.00
We will provide at least one prize for each 10 entries і the event

TOURNAMENT
Must be active U N A member or U N A Senior Citizen,over 62
Bowlers from all U N A Branches in the USA and Canada are cordially invited
Tournament governed by ABC and WIBC moral sanction - and averages
will be verified
MAY 1, 1984 deadline for all entries

Town a Country Bowl, 141 W. North Ave., Northlake, III. 60164
312/562 0520
Singles'and Doubles - Saturday, May 26. All Team Events Sunday, May 27.
Applications are available from all U N A Branch secretaries.
Bowlers Social Saturday Night -

55.00

BANQUET
Sunday, May 27th, 7:30 p.m. - 525.00 per person
Garden Manor, 4722 W. Carmitage Ave., Chicago, III. 60639
Awards will be presented at banquet
Make reservations early m Dinner ш Refreshments" Dance
BOWLERS HEADQUARTERS - Country Club Motel Melrose Park. III. 60160 - 312/345 8300

8303 W. North Ave.

For further information write or call:
Dan Bardygula, Chairman. 4940 W. Parker St.. Chicago, III. 60639.312/622 6639
Helen Olek Scott, 7644 W. Rosedale Ave.. Chicago. III. 60631,312/631 4625
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION. P. 0. BOX 17A, 30 Montgomery St.,
Jersey City, N. J. 07302 201/451 2200

NOTICE TO MEMBERS OF UNA Br. 2 6 6 , "IVAN FRANKO" SOCIETY,
AMSTERDAM, N.Y.
Beginning January 1,1984. the duties of Branch Secretary of Br. 266 will be conducted

by IHOR RYMARUK,
1

former Assistant Secretary.

For payment of dues and in all Branch matters members are kindly requested to contact
Ihor Rymaruk at the following address:

Mr. Ihor Rymaruk
25 McClellan Avenue " Amsterdam, N.Y. 12010

Tel.: (518) 842-1266

THE VOICE OF AMERICA IS SEEKING

UKRAINIAN SPEAKERS
who have broadcasting or journalistic experience. VOA representatives will be in Chicago Janua^r 30th
February 3rd to interview candidates.
The work consists chiefly of translation and adaptation, original feature writing, and voicing
Ukrainian texts for broadcast. The positions to be filled require writing ability, a voice suitable for
shortwave broadcasting, an excellent command of English, and thorough familiarity with American
life and institutions.
Salaries begin at S20.965 - S25.366 per annum, depending on qualifications. Written and voice
test are required,.,

Interviews in Chicago will be conducted at the Mc Cormick Inn hotel, 23rd and the
Lake, beginning January 30th. Potential applicants may call Mr. Ed Kulakowski of VOA
Personnel at (202) 485-8117 to arrange for an interview.
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Sunday, January 22
UNION, N.J.: Branch 32 of the
Ukrainian National Women's League
of America will sponsor Ukrainian
Independence Day ceremonies at the
Union Township Municipal Building
at 11 a.m. At this time. Union Town
ship Mayor Michael Bono will read
the proclamation designating Ja
nuary 22 as the 66th anniversary of
Ukrainian Independence day. All are,
invited to attend the ceremonies.
РІШ.ЛІЖІ.РІІІЛ: Лпктісаіь \
gainst Defamation of Ukrainians has
announced that the "Free Ukraine"
slogan will once again light up the
skies of Philadelphia on January 22.
The words will once again appear in
lights on the PECO, the Philadelphia
Electric Company skyscraper, which
is a very visible part of the Center
City skyline.
Weekend of January 27-29
HAMTRAMCK, Mich.: A winter
carnival, featuring Ukrainian foods
and entertainment, will be held here
this weekend at Immaculate Concep
tion Ukrainian Catholic School,
11680 McDougall at Commor. Spon
sored by the Immaculate Conception
Parent Teacher Organization, the
winter carnival will also include
dancing, raffles, a white elephant
sale, children's games and Vegasstyle gambling.
Carnival hours are Friday, Ja–

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
nuary 27, from 6 to 11 p.m.: Satur
day, January 28, from 3 p.m. to 11
p.m. and Sunday, January 29. from,
noon to 10 p.m. Music will be pro
vided by the Echoes Ukrainian Or
chestra, the Halychany Orchestra,
the Friendly Persuasion, the Dyna–
Dukcs, and the Dice Rockin Sixtys.
Entertainment will also be provided
by Blackgold the Magician and
Ronald McDonald. For more infor
mation please call (313) 979-2967.
Sunday, January 29
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Insti
tute of America will present the art
exhibit opening of works by Miro–
slava de Steponkowsky-Michelsonas
today at 5:30 p.m. Featured works
will be landscapes, still lifes and
portraits. The institute is located at 2
E. 79th St., (212) 288-8660.
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Insti
tute of America Ukrainian Com
posers' series will present its second
concert, featuring concert violinist
Yuri Mazurkevych who will perform
works by Kosenko and Skoryk.
Andrij Dobriansky, Thomas Hryn–
kiw and Mr. Mazurkevych will also
perform works by Barvinsky and
Liudkevych at 4 p.m. The institute is
located at 2 E. 79th St., (212) 2888660.

Central Connecticut State U.
to offer Ukrainian course
NEW BRITAIN. Conn. - Central
Connecticut State University here will
offer a course on the "History of the
20th Century Ukraine" during the
spring semester.
The course will include a survey of
political, economic, social and cultural
developments in Ukraine with special,
emphasis on revolutions and wars, on
Ukraine as a subject of international
struggle and its division among neigh
boring states, on reunification under the
communist regime and membership in
the United Nations.
Also covered in the course are:
industrialization and collectivization,
destruction of religious life and church

es, decimation of the Ukrainian nation
and its intellectuals, curtailment of
cultural life and human tights, Russifi–
cation, dissident movements, and the
plight of national minorities in Ukraine.
In addition, reasons for the flight of
Ukrainians to the West and theiractivity
abroad will be ,bealt with.
The course is to be taught by Dr.
Michael Voskobiynyk, professor of
Russian and Ukrainian history and
coordinator of Soviet and East Euro
pean studies at CCSU,on Mondaysand
Wednesdays, 8-9:15 p.m. Credits can be
transferred to other institutions: Late
registration will be accepted through
the end of January. For details call (203)
827-7422.
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WASHINGTON: The Ukrainian in
English Series Committee will pre
sent a lecture by the Very Rev.
Atanasius Pekar on the "Ukrainian
Martyr Church," at 11 a.m. in the
parish center of the Ukrainian Ca
tholic National Shrine of the Holy
Family, 4250 Harewood Road N.E.
For more information please call
Marta Pereyma at (703) 528-3075.
PHILADELPHIA-ABINGTON: U–
krainian singles, young professionals
and college students are invited to
attend the Ukrainian Educational
and Cultural Center for a brunch
"popravyny" party following the
Ukrainian Engineers Gala Ball. The
brunch will be held at I p.m. at the
center, 700 Cedar Road. For further
information please call (215) 5390638 or 277-0492.
NEW YORK: Brarich 83 of the
Ukrainian National Women's League
of America will hold its traditional
"Yalynka" celebration by presenting
a fairy tale, "Christmas Tree in a
Warm Country " written by Olha
Hayetska, directed by Nadia Saw–
chuk and choreographed by Dora
Genza. Music will be composed and
performed by Stanislav Kosiv, and
decorations will be executed by
Taras Hirniak. The "Yalynka" will
take place at 2 p.m. in the St. George

Ukrainian School auditorium on 215
E. Sixth St. It will be followed by
traditional Ukrainian caroling,
music, dancing, games for the very
young and surprises. A buffet of
Ukrainian homemade tones, dough
nuts, cookies and other desserts will
be available. Admission for children
will be SI.50; for adults. S2. The
traditional play will be performed by
members' children, recruits from St.
George Elementary School and guest
iirtnea'ratii,Vk I'rinii 22 tots ul Branch
83's own,"Svitlychka."
PREVIEW OF EVENTS, a listing
of Ukrainian community events open
to the public, is a service provided
free of charge by The Weekly to the
Ukrainian community. To have an
event .listed in this column, please
send information (type of event,
date, time, place, admission, spon
sor, etc.), along with the phone
number of a person who may be
reached during daytime hours for
additional information, to: PRE
VIEW OF EVENTS, The Ukrainian
Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey
City, N.J. 07302.
PLEASE NOTE: Preview items
must be received one week before
desired date of publication. No
information will be taken over the
phone. Preview items win be publish
ed only once (please note desired date
of publication). All items are publish
ed at the discretion of the editorial
staff and in accordance with available
space.

Scholarly conference on Sheptytsky
slated for November 1984
TORONTO - November 1984 will nian history.
His long career spanned several
mark the 40th anniversary of the death
of Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky political changes in western Ukraineand, in connection with that occasion, a Austrian Habsburg rule until 1918;
three-day scholarly conference on his tsarist Russian occupation during
life and activity will be held on Novem World War I; the independent Western
ber 22-24 under the auspices of the Ukrainian National Republic in 1918Chair of Ukrainian Studies at the 19; Polish rule in 1919-39; Soviet rule in
1939-41; and German occupation in
University of Toronto.
Twenty-one scholars from seven 1941-44.
countries will present papers on various
Throughout these turbulent decades.
aspects of Metropolitan Sheptytsky's Metropolitan Sheptytsky always acted
long and influential career. Among the as a force for moderation in an at
topics to be considered are his influence mosphere that was generally dominated
on political life; his role during World by extremist nationalism, fascism,
War II; his religious thought and Soviet dictatorship and anti-Semitism.
activity; his impact on education, the His memory continues to touch the lives
arts, and society: and his relations with of many, as Catholics in the West work
Eastern-rite Catholics abroad.
on behalf of his beatification to saint
Metropolitan Sheptytsky was born in hood while some Jews in Israel cam
1865 in the old Habsburg province of paign to have him recognized as one of
Galicia into a Polish noble family of the non–Jewish righteous of the world.
Ukrainian origin. In 1899, he was
appointed metropolitan of the Ukrai
The proceedings of the November
nian Catholic Church in Galicia, a post 1984 conference will be published as the
he held until his death in 1944. He was first scholarly book in English to
not simply a religious leader; he also analyze the many aspects of Metropoli
had an enormous impact on the politi tan Sheptytsky's distinguished career.
cal, social, and national developments The conference, organized by the Chair
in western Ukrainian lands during the of Ukrainian Studies, will be part of the
first half of the 20th century. In fact, he decadelong celebration marking the.
is considered by many to be one of the millennium of Christianity in Rus'–
gicaicai figures in 20th century Ukrai Ukraine.
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